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About this User Guide
This user guide provides comprehensive information about the Altera® 
10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore® function.

Table 1 shows the user guide revision history.

f Go to the following sources for more information:

■ See “Features” on page 14 for a complete list of the core features, 
including new features in this release

■ Refer to the readme file for late-breaking information that is not 
available in this user guide

How to Find 
Information

■ The Adobe Acrobat Find feature allows you to search the contents of 
a PDF file. Click on the binoculars icon in the top toolbar to open the 
Find dialog box

■ Bookmarks serve as an additional table of contents
■ Thumbnail icons, which provide miniature previews of each page, 

provide a link to the pages
■ Numerous links, shown in green text, allow you to jump to related 

information

Table 1. User Guide Revision History

Date Description

December 2002 No changes to user guide.

September 2002 Stratix™ and Cyclone™ devices added.

June 2002 SOPC Builder version 2.6 changes.

March 2002 Changes to the following sections:
- How to contact Altera
- Interrupt source register
- Glossary
- Transmit and control status signals
- MAC control register
- Interrupt enable register
- Free descriptor area limit register 
- Interrupt source register

October 2001 Initial release.
Altera Corporation  iii
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How to Contact 
Altera

For the most up-to-date information about Altera products, go to the 
Altera world-wide web site at http://www.altera.com.

For additional information about Altera products, consult the sources 
shown in Table 2.

Note:
(1) You can also contact your local Altera sales office or sales representative. 

Table 2. How to Contact Altera

Information Type USA & Canada All Other Locations

Technical support http://www.altera.com/mysupport/ http://www.altera.com/mysupport/

(800) 800-EPLD (3753)
(7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

(408) 544-7000 (1)
(7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

Product literature http://www.altera.com http://www.altera.com

Altera literature services lit_req@altera.com (1) lit_req@altera.com (1)

Non-technical customer 
service

(800) 767-3753 (408) 544-7000 
(7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

FTP site ftp.altera.com ftp.altera.com
iv Altera Corporation
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Typographic 
Conventions

The 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore Function User Guide uses the 
typographic conventions shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Conventions

Visual Cue Meaning

Bold Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Command names, dialog box titles, checkbox options, and dialog box options are 
shown in bold, initial capital letters. Example: Save As dialog box. 

bold type External timing parameters, directory names, project names, disk drive names, 
filenames, filename extensions, and software utility names are shown in bold type. 
Examples: fMAX, \qdesigns directory, d: drive, chiptrip.gdf file.

Italic Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Document titles are shown in italic type with initial capital letters. Example: AN 75: 
High-Speed Board Design.

Italic type Internal timing parameters and variables are shown in italic type. Examples: tPIA, n + 1.
Variable names are enclosed in angle brackets (< >) and shown in italic type. Example: 
<file name>, <project name>.pof file. 

Initial Capital Letters Keyboard keys and menu names are shown with initial capital letters. Examples: 
Delete key, the Options menu. 

“Subheading Title” References to sections within a document and titles of on-line help topics are shown 
in quotation marks. Example: “Typographic Conventions.”

Courier type Signal and port names are shown in lowercase Courier type. Examples: data1, tdi, 
input. Active-low signals are denoted by suffix n, e.g., resetn.

Anything that must be typed exactly as it appears is shown in Courier type. For 
example: c:\qdesigns\tutorial\chiptrip.gdf. Also, sections of an actual 
file, such as a Report File, references to parts of files (e.g., the AHDL keyword 
SUBDESIGN), as well as logic function names (e.g., TRI) are shown in Courier. 

1., 2., 3., and a., b., c.,... Numbered steps are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is 
important, such as the steps listed in a procedure. 

■ Bullets are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is not important. 

v The checkmark indicates a procedure that consists of one step only.

1 The hand points to information that requires special attention. 

r The angled arrow indicates you should press the Enter key.

f The feet direct you to more information on a particular topic. 
Altera Corporation  v
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Abbreviations 
and Acronyms

The 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore Function User Guide uses the common 
abbreviations and acronyms used in Table 4. 

1 For more information on the ARM® AHB, download the AMBA 
specification, rev 2.0 at 
http://www.arm.com/armtech.ns4/html/AMBA_Spec?Open
Document&style=IP_Solutions

References International Standard ISO/IEC 8802-3 ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3. “Information 
technology–Telecommunications and Information exchange between systems– 
Local and metropolitan area networks–Specific Requirements–Part 3: Carrier 
sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) access method and 
physical layer specifications,” Sixth edition 1998-includes 100-Mbps Operation, 
full-duplex pause operation, and 1000-Mbps Operation. 

Table 4. Abbreviations and Acronyms

Acronym Description

AHB Advanced high-performance bus

ARC Address recognition circuit

CAM Content addressable memory

CRC Cyclic redundancy check 

CRS Carrier sense

DII DMA independent interface

DMA Direct memory access

FCS Frame check sequence

LAN Local area network

LLC Logical link control

MAC Media access controller

MII Media independent interface

PHY Physical

RMON Remote monitoring

SFD Start frame delimiter

SNMP Simple network management protocol

VLAN Virtual local area network
vi Altera Corporation
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IEEE Std 802.3u-1995 (Supplement to International Standard ISO/IEC 8802-3: 
1993 [ANSI/IEEE Std. 802.3, 1993 Edition]). IEEE Standards for Local and 
Metropolitan Area Networks: Supplement to Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical Layer 
Specifications. “Media Access Control (MAC) Parameters, Physical Layer, 
Medium Attachment Units, and Repeater for 100 Mbps Operation, Type 
100BASE-T. (Clauses 21-30)”. Approved June 14, 1995. 

IEEE Std. 802.3x-1997 Supplement to Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method & Physical Layer 
Specifications: “Specification for 802.3 full-duplex Operation”. 

IEEE 802.3ac - Frame Extensions for Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks 
(VLAN) Tagging on 802.3 Networks. 

The Ethernet. A Local Area Network. Data Link Layer and Physical Layer 
Specifications. Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and Xerox 
Corporation. Version 2.0. (“The Blue Book”) November, 1982.

1 The following RFC standards for the internet have not been 
updated to include IEEE 802.3ac, IEEE 802.3x, or in some cases 
IEEE 802.3u. 

RFC 1643 “Definitions of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like Interface 
Types”. 

RFC 1757 “Remote Network Monitoring Management Information Base”. 

RFC 1213 “Management Information Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-
based internets: MIB-II”.

Project 802 Local & Metropolitan Area Networks, Draft Guide to ANSI/IEEE 
Std 802.3 (CSMA/CD Access Method & Physical Layer Specifications), 
SYSTAG Network Guide, Draft 5.2, January 23, 1994.

The Ethernet. A Local Area Network. Data Link Layer and Physical Layer 
Specifications. Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and Xerox 
Corporation. Version 2.0. (“The Blue Book”) November, 1982.
Altera Corporation  vii
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About this Core
Release 
Information

Table 5 provides information about this release of the 10/100 Ethernet 
MAC MegaCore function.

Device Family 
Support

Every Altera MegaCore function offers a specific level of support to each 
of the Altera device families. The following list describes the three levels 
of support:

■ Full—The core meets all functional and timing requirements for the 
device family and may be used in production designs

■ Preliminary—The core meets all functional requirements, but may still 
be undergoing timing analysis for the device family; may be used in 
production designs.

■ No support—The core has no support for device family and cannot be 
compiled for the device family in the Quartus® II software.

Table 5. 10/100 Ethernet MAC Release Information

Item Description

Version 1.3.0

Release Date December 2002

Ordering Code IP-EMAC

Product ID(s) 0083

Vendor ID(s) 6AF7 (Standard)
6AFA (Time-Limited)
Altera Corporation  13
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Table 6 shows the level of support offered by the 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function to each of the Altera device families.

Introduction The Altera® 10/100 Ethernet media access controller (MAC) MegaCore® 
function is a parameterizable core for Ethernet applications.

New in Version 
1.3.0

■ Improvements to the AHB interfaces

Features ■ Optional MII compliant interface that can be used with many 100 
Mbps PHY layers

■ 10/100-Mbps operation and compatible with existing 10-Mbps 
networks

■ Full IEEE 802.3 compliance and compatible with existing applications 
software

■ Optional network statistics, hardware counters for RMON, SNMP, 
etc., which provides the following functions:
– Accept and buffer transmit and receive status information
– Update counter registers with transmit and receive data flow 

and status events
– Provide read/write access to individual counter registers

■ Full- and half-duplex support—full-duplex mode allows double 
bandwidth

■ Pause operation—hardware support for full-duplex flow control
■ Non-MII control signals that give direct control of MAC functions by 

PHY status
■ Interrupt on link status change, which allows active system 

monitoring of network links

Table 6. Device Family Support

Device Family Support

Cyclone™ Full

Stratix™ Full

Mercury™ No support

Excalibur™ Full

HardCopy™ Full

ACEX® 1K No support

APEX™ II Full

APEX 20KE & APEX 20KC Full

APEX 20K Full

FLEX No support

Other device families No support
14 Altera Corporation
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■ VLAN support and hardware support for VLAN tagged packets
■ Address recognition circuit (ARC) to filter network traffic, and 

reduce system bus arbitration
■ Interface to optional external CAM device, which supports hub and 

bridge applications
■ ROM or EEPROM to initialize plug-and-play adapter cards
■ AHB master and slave interfaces with DMA capability for easy 

integration into Excalibur devices 

General 
Description

The Altera 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function operates at either 10 
or 100 megabits per second (Mbps). Within the MegaWizard® Plug-In, you 
can specify either a DMA independent interface (DII) to media 
independent interface (MII), or an advanced high-performance bus (AHB) 
to MII, with direct memory access (DMA) controller. The MII conforms to 
the International Standard ISO/IEC 8802-3 for a Media Independent Layer, 
which separates physical (PHY) layer issues from the MAC layer. 
Whichever interface you specify, an optional network statistics block 
provides hardware counters for remote monitoring (RMON), simple 
network management protocol (SNMP), and other network management 
requirements.

The core operates in either half- or full-duplex mode. In half-duplex 
mode, the core implements the IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) protocol. In full-duplex mode, the core 
implements the IEEE 802.3 MAC Control Layer standard and the pause 
operation for flow control. The core also supports flow control in half-
duplex mode, and includes programmable support for additional MAC 
control functions. 

The DII to MII core exchanges data with an external memory controller 
with simple handshaking protocols for the transmit and receive channels, 
and specifies a byte-wide data path. The AHB to MII core uses bus master 
burst transfer mode to efficiently move data to and from system memory, 
and has on-chip memory for buffering, so there is no need for external 
local buffer memory. 

The 10/100 Ethernet MAC Megacore function supports the use of LANs 
to include connections across telephones and other media to form much 
larger virtual local area networks (VLAN)s. The core fully supports the 
relevant IEEE 802.3 standards (see “References” on page vi), by 
recognizing tagged VLAN packets and relaxing the limits of packet size.

Without the network statistics block, the core still provides a full set of 
status bits, so that software drivers can provide full management 
statistics. For some applications, the dedication of a few lines of driver 
code can provide a more cost effective solution than the dedicated 
hardware.
Altera Corporation 15
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Early MAC designs limited the support for MII based-PHY devices to 
using the signals available over the MII-connector. The Altera core 
supports a non-connector mode, and makes use of PHY status signals to 
provide direct control of MAC functions, such as speed and full-duplex. 
In addition to providing more reliable operation of the MAC, this is an 
efficient way for the MAC to generate an interrupt on link status change. 
This provides for better system monitoring of network status, and 
reporting of network changes.

Figure 1 shows the system overview. All shaded blocks can be 
instantiated by the 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function—light blue 
blocks for the MII to DII interface; light blue and dark blue for the MII to 
AHB interface.

Figure 1. System Overview

The AHB provides a system clock for synchronous operation at the DII. 
The physical layer provides transmit and receive clocks—25 MHz for 100-
Mbps operation; 2.5 MHz for 10-Mbps operation (MII).

The MAC layer provides all signal and data synchronization between the 
clock domains.

The AHB to MII core supports 32-bit data transfers at 16 MHz to 40 MHz, 
or faster. Data is transferred between the core and external system 
memory by a high performance bus master block which supports burst 
access. The bus slave block supports single access to DMA and MAC 
control and status registers.
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Core 
Application 
Configurations

Figure 2 shows the components that are likely to be used with the 10/100 
Ethernet MAC MegaCore function. The core is normally connected to a 
100BASE-T medium that can operate at either 10 Mbps or 100 Mbps. The 
MII provides transmit and receive clocks for four-bit parallel operation. 
The clocks operate at 2.5 MHz for 10-Mbps operation, or 25 MHz for 
100-Mbps operation. 

Figure 2. Configuration for 100BASE-T Showing Options

The system designer has the following additional options: 

■ One or more external content addressable memories (CAMs) can add 
many ethernet addresses for the core to receive. This is useful for 
applications such as switching hubs, routers, and bridges, where 
more addresses must be matched with precision than the core 
supports with its on-chip RAM

■ An inexpensive serial programmable ROM can provide the core with 
its ethernet station address automatically upon power-up

■ An MII connector can be provided to allow the use of alternate 
external 100-Mbps PHY devices

1 The AHB to MII core includes RAM that supports up to 21 MAC 
addresses, however the DII to MII core does not include the 
RAM required by the ARC, but it can be implemented by using 
ESBs.

System Control 
Models

The core can be programmed for two modes of operation.

■ Interrupt on each packet, or group of packets, transmitted or 
received.

■ Poll continuously for new packets to transmit. Post data and 
descriptors, but do not interrupt for packets received.

32-bit Bus

10/100 Ethernet  
MAC MegaCore 

Function

External
CAM

EEPROM
or ROM

100BASE-T
PHY Device

UTP or Fiber
Connecter

MII

MII
Connector
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An interrupt for each packet or group of packets is the traditional way that 
ethernet software is controlled. This is appropriate for occasional network 
traffic, such as electronic mail.

By enabling or disabling interrupts for selected frame descriptors, the 
system can arrange for the core to process multiple packets between 
interrupts. This reduces the overhead in servicing interrupts, and 
improves performance by caching code when the system processes 
several packets at once.

The core can even be set up so that it generates no interrupts at all unless 
serious errors occur. This requires enabling some additional controls, to 
ensure that the starting and stopping of traffic, and polling during idle 
times, is handled efficiently. For more details, see “DMA Operation” on 
page 112.

Typical 
Applications

With the optional network statistics block, the core can be used in 
applications where the CPU has limited cycles to spend on management 
functions. The core with network statistics is up to 20% larger than the 
core without network statistics. This size penalty can be acceptable for 
applications that require accurate management statistics, but do not have 
adequate CPU power.

In conjunction with the Excalibur embedded processor solutions the core 
provides a strong MAC solution.

f For more information on the Excalibur embedded processor solutions, 
refer to the ARM-Based Embedded Processor PLDs Hardware Reference 
Manual.

MegaWizard 
Plug-In 
Manager

The core has an interactive wizard-driven interface that allows you to 
create custom cores easily. You can launch the MegaWizard Plug-In 
Manager from within the Quartus II software. The wizard allows you to 
input your choice of parameters, verifies that all choices are valid, and 
generates a custom MegaCore function in VHDL, AHDL, or Verilog HDL, 
which you can integrate into your system design. 
18 Altera Corporation
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When you finish going through the wizard it generates several files:

■ One of the following files (depending on your selection), which are 
used to used to instantiate an instance of the function in your design:
– An AHDL Text Design File (.tdf)
– A VHDL Design File (.vhd)
– Verilog Design File (.v) 

■ Symbol Files (.bsf) used to instantiate the function into a schematic 
design

■ <variation name>.inc file (Verilog HDL and AHDL only)
■ An example of the instantiation of the core <variation name> _inst
■ A blackbox Verilog HDL model, <variation name>_bb (Verilog HDL 

only)
■ A component declaration file <variation name>.cmp (VHDL only); 

1 <variation name> is the variation name you choose for the core.
Altera Corporation 19
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Getting Started
Getting Started
Software 
Requirements

The 10/100 Ethernet MAC requires the following software:

■ Quartus® II, version 2.1 SP1 (or  higher)

1 This getting started assumes that you are using a PC with the 
Windows operating system. However, you can also use the 
10/100 Ethernet MAC on UNIX platforms.

Design Flow The 10/100 Ethernet MAC design flow involves the following steps:

1. Obtaining the 10/100 Mbps Ethernet MAC MegaCore function.

2. Set-up the licensing

3. Generate a custom MegaCore function.

4. Compile your design.

5. Simulate your design to confirm the operation of your system.

6. Use the models and testbench.

7. License the core and configure the devices.

8. Use the demonstration.

Download & 
Install the 
Function

Before you can start using Altera MegaCore functions, you must obtain 
the MegaCore files and install them on your PC. The following 
instructions describe this process.

Obtaining MegaCore Functions

If you have Internet access, you can download the 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function from the Altera web site at http://www.altera.com. 
Follow the instructions below to obtain the 10/100 Ethernet MAC via the 
Internet. If you do not have Internet access, you can obtain the 10/100 
Ethernet MAC from your local Altera representative.
Altera Corporation  19
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1. Point your web browser to http://www.altera.com/IPMegaStore.

2. In the IP MegaSearch Keyword Search field, type Ethernet.

3. Click the Try icon next to the core you want to download.

4. Follow the online instructions to download the function and save it 
to your hard disk.

Installing the MegaCore Files

For Windows, follow the instructions below:

1. Click Run (Start menu).

2. Type <path name>\<filename>, where <path name> is the location of 
the downloaded MegaCore function and <filename> is the file name 
of the core. Click OK. 

3. The MegaCore Installer dialog box appears. Follow the online 
instructions to finish installation.

4. After you have finished installing the MegaCore files, you must 
specify the MegaCore function’s library folder 
(\ethernet_mac- <version>\lib) as a user library in the Quartus II 
software. Search for “User Libraries” in Quartus II Help for 
instructions on how to add a library.

MegaCore Directory Structure

Altera MegaCore function files are organized into several directories (see 
Figure 3).

1 The MegaCore directory structure can contain several MegaCore 
products. Additionally, Altera updates MegaCore files from 
time to time. Therefore, Altera recommends that you do not save 
your project-specific files in the MegaCore directory structure.

Figure 3 shows the MegaCore directory structure.
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Figure 3. MegaCore Directory Structure
MegaCore

        ethernet-mac-<version> 
        Contains the 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function files and documentation.

                  demo
                  Contains the demonstration for the core.
      
                  doc
                  Contains the documentation for the core.

                  lib 
                  Contains encrypted lower-level design files. After installing the MegaCore function,  
                  you should set a user library in the Quartus II software that points to this directory.  
                  This library allows you to access all the necessary MegaCore files.
                  
                  misc
                  Contains scripts. 

                  sim_lib
                  Contains the simulation models provided with the core.

                            modelsim 
                            Contains the ModelSim simulation models.
                            
                                      verilog 
                                      Contains the Verilog HDL simulation models.

                                      vhdl 
                                      Contains the VHDL simulation models.

                            visualip
                            Contains the Visual IP simulation models.

                  testbench
                  Contains the testbench.
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Set Up 
Licensing

You can use the Altera OpenCore feature to compile and simulate the 
10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function, allowing you to evaluate it 
before purchasing a license. You can simulate your 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
design in the Quartus II software using the OpenCore feature. However, 
you must obtain a license from Altera before you can generate 
programming files or EDIF, VHDL, or Verilog HDL gate-level netlist files 
for simulation in third-party EDA tools.

After you purchase a license for 10/100 Ethernet MAC, you can request a 
license file from the Altera web site at http://www.altera.com/licensing 
and install it on your PC. When you request a license file, Altera e-mails 
you a license.dat file. 

To install your license, perform the following steps.

1 Before you set up licensing for the 10/100 Ethernet MAC, you 
must already have the Quartus II software installed on your PC 
with licensing set up.

1. Close the following software if it is running on your PC:

■ Quartus II
■ MAX+PLUS II
■ LeonardoSpectrum
■ Synplify
■ ModelSim

2. Open the 10/100 Ethernet MAC license file in a text editor. The file 
should contain one FEATURE line, spanning 2 lines.

3. Open your Quartus II license.dat file in a text editor.

4. Copy the FEATURE line from the 10/100 Ethernet MAC license file 
and paste it into the Quartus II license file. 

1 Do not delete any FEATURE lines from the Quartus II license 
file.

5. Save the Quartus II license file.

When using editors such as Microsoft Word or Notepad, ensure that the 
file does not have extra extensions appended to it after you save (e.g., 
license.dat.txt or license.dat.doc). Verify the filename in a DOS box or at 
a command prompt.
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Generate a 
Custom 
Ethernet Core

This section describes the design flow using the 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function and the Quartus II development system. Altera 
provides a MegaWizard Plug-In Manager with the core. The MegaWizard 
Plug-In Manager, which you can use within the Quartus II software, lets 
you create or modify design files to meet the needs of your application. 
You can then instantiate the custom megafunction in your design file.

You can use the Altera OpenCore feature to compile and simulate the 
MegaCore functions in the Quartus II software, allowing you to evaluate 
the functions before deciding to license them.

Create a New Quartus II Project

Before you begin creating a core, you must create a new Quartus II project. 
With the New Project wizard, you specify the working directory for the 
project, assign the project name, and designate the name of the top-level 
design entity. You will also specify the 10/100 Ethernet MAC user library. 
To create a new project, perform the following steps:

1. Choose Altera > Quartus II <version> (Windows Start menu) to run 
the Quartus II software. You can also use the Quartus II Web Edition 
software if you prefer.

2. Choose New Project Wizard (File menu).

3. Click Next in the introduction (the introduction will not display if 
you turned it off previously).

4. Specify the working directory for your project.

5. Specify the name of the project.

6. Click Next.

7. Click User Library Pathnames.

8. Type <path>\ethernet_mac-<version>\lib\ into the Library 
name box, where <path> is the directory in which you installed the 
10/100 Ethernet MAC. The default installation directory is 
c:\MegaCore.

9. Click Add.

10. Click OK.

11. Click Next.
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12. Click Finish.

You are finished creating your new Quartus II project.

Launch the MegaWizard Plug-In Manager

The MegaWizard Plug-In Manager allows you to run a wizard that helps 
you easily specify options for the 10/100 Ethernet MAC. To launch the 
wizard,  perform the following steps:

1. Start the MegaWizard Plug-In Manager by choosing the 
MegaWizard Plug-In Manager command (Tools menu). The 
MegaWizard Plug-In Manager dialog box is displayed.

1 Refer to the Quartus II Help for more information on how to use 
the MegaWizard Plug-In Manager.

2. Specify that you want to create a new custom megafunction and 
click Next.

3. Select 10/100 Ethernet MAC <version> in the Microsystems > 
Ethernet directory.

4. Choose the output file type for your design; the wizard supports 
AHDL, VHDL, and Verilog HDL.

5. Specify a directory, <directory name> and name for the output file, 
<variation name>. Figure 4 shows the wizard after you have made 
these settings.

1 <variation name> and <directory name> must be the same name 
and the same directory that your Quartus II project use.
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Figure 4. Selecting the Core

6. Select your device, the local interface type, and check the enable 
RMON box if you require the RMON option (see Figure 5). Click 
Next.
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Figure 5. Selecting Options

7. The final screen lists the design files that the wizard creates (see 
Figure 6). Click Finish.
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Figure 6. Design Files

When you have created your custom megafunction, you can integrate it 
into your system design and compile.

Simulate with  
Models

Altera provides Verilog HDL and VHDL models that you can use to 
simulate the functionality of the core in your system. The models are 
supplied as pre-compiled libraries for the Model Technology ModelSim 
simulation tool. Altera also provides Visual IP models, which you can use 
with the Visual IP software and are supported by other simulators. You 
can integrate the model into your system, speeding the simulation 
process. Additionally, you can synthesize the MegaCore function in the 
Quartus II software and then generate VHDL Output Files (.vho) or 
Verilog Output Files (.vo) for simulation in third-party simulators (the 
MegaCore function must be licensed to use this feature).

The following instructions describe how to set up your system and how to 
simulate the Verilog HDL and VHDL models using the ModelSim 
software.
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Setting Up Your System (Verilog HDL Model)

The pre-compiled Verilog HDL model is installed in the directory 
sim_lib\ModelSim\verilog. Follow the steps below to set up your 
system to use the model.

1. Run the ModelSim software and create a logical map called 
auk_eth_lib to the directory containing the compiled library by 
typing the following command in the ModelSim software:

vmap auk_eth_lib <MegaCore Path>:
/sim_lib/modelsim/verilog/auk_eth_libr

1 You can also use the ModelSim graphical user interface to 
create the logical map. Refer to the ModelSim online help for 
details.

2. You must refresh the library, by typing the following command:

vlog -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr

3.  To complete the installation, type the following commands:

vlib workr
vmap work workr

Setting Up Your System (VHDL Model)

The pre-compiled VHDL model is installed in the directory 
sim_lib\ModelSim\vhdl. Follow the steps below to set up your system 
to use the model.

1. Run the ModelSim software and create a logical map called 
auk_eth_lib to the directory containing the compiled library by 
typing the following command in the ModelSim software:

vmap auk_eth_lib <MegaCore Path>:
/sim_lib/modelsim/vhdl/auk_eth_libr

1 You can also use the ModelSim graphical user interface to 
create the logical map. Refer to the ModelSim online help for 
details.

2. You must refresh the library, by typing the following command:

vcom -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr
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3.  To complete the installation, type the following commands:

vlib workr
vmap work workr

Using the Model

To use the model, you must first instantiate it in your system. To 
instantiate the model in your system, you can instantiate the 
parameterized models by using the generic testbenches as templates. 
Alternatively, you can instantiate the VHDL entity created by the 
MegaWizard Plug-In, which acts as a wrapper to the parameterized 
model.

You can also use the ModelSim graphical user interface to load the 
configuration. Refer to the ModelSim online help for details.

Visual IP Models

Follow the instructions below to obtain the Visual IP software via the 
Internet. If you do not have Internet access, you can obtain the Visual IP 
software from your local Altera representative.

1. Point your web browser at 
http://www.altera.com/products/ip/altera/visual_ip.html.

2. Follow the online instructions to download the software and save it 
to your hard disk.

To use the Visual IP model, set up your system to use the Visual IP 
software, as detailed in the Visual IP documentation (Simulating Visual IP 
Models with the ModelSim Simulator for PCs White Paper, Simulating the 
Visual IP Models with the NC-Verilog, Verilog-XL, VCS, or ModelSim (UNIX) 
Simulators White Paper).

Using the Verilog HDL Testbench

Altera supplies a Verilog HDL testbench with the 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function, which works with either the Verilog HDL models or 
the Visual IP models. The testbench is in the testbench\verilog directory. 
The testbench can be configured to operate with either the DII to MII 
interface (tb_sam), or with the AHB to MII interface (tb_adam). The  
instructions are for ModelSim Verilog HDL simulation tool, but the 
testbench can be used with other simulators using the VIP models. To 
compile and load the testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, follow 
the steps below:
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1 To use the testbench, either the ModelSim models or the Visual 
IP models must be set-up. 

1 As an alternative, Altera provides a .bat file, which performs all 
of the following steps. To run the .bat file type the following 
commands at the command prompt:

cd<MegaCore Drive>:\testbench\verilog\
For the DII to MII interface, go_sam.batr
For the AHB to MII interface, go_adam.batr

Testbench with DII to MII Interface

1. Run the ModelSim simulation tool and type the following 
command:

cd <MegaCore Path>:/testbench/verilog

2. Set-up the ModelSim library options, by typing the following 
command:

vmap auk_eth_lib 
../../sim_lib/modelsim/verilog/auk_eth_libr

vlog -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr
vlib workr
vmap work workr

3. Compile the MegaWizard wrappers, by typing the following 
command:

vlog auk_eth_sam_rmon_mw.vr

4. Compile the testbenches, by typing the following commands:

vlog tb_sam.vr

5. Load the testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, by typing one 
of the following command:

vsim -L auk_eth_lib tb_sam -do wave_sam.dor

6. In the ModelSim simulation tool, type run allr 

The wave window shows waveforms of some frames transmitting and 
receiving.
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Testbench with AHB to MII Interface

1. Run the Modelsim software and type the following command:

cd <MegaCore Path>:/testbench/verilog

2. Set-up the ModelSim library options, by typing the following 
command:

vmap auk_eth_lib
../../sim_lib/modelsim/verilog/auk_eth_libr

vlog -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr
vlib workr
vmap work workr

3. Compile the MegaWizard wrappers, by typing the following 
command:

vlog auk_eth_adam_rmon_mw.vr

4. Compile the testbenches, by typing the following command:

vlog tb_adam.vr

5. Load the testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, by typing the 
following command:

vsim -L auk_eth_lib tb_adam -do wave_adam.dor

6. In the ModelSim simulation tool, type run allr 

The wave window shows waveforms of some frames transmitting and 
receiving.

Using the VHDL Testbench

Altera supplies a VHDL testbench with the 10/100 Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function, which works with either the VHDL models or the 
Visual IP models. The testbench is in the testbench\vhdl directory. The 
testbench can be configured to operate with either the DII to MII interface 
(tb_sam), or with the AHB to MII interface (tb_adam). The  instructions 
are for ModelSim VHDL simulation tool, but the testbench can be used 
with other simulators using the VIP models. To compile and load the 
testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, follow the steps below:

1 To use the testbench, either the ModelSim models or the Visual 
IP models must be set-up. 
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1 As an alternative, Altera provides a .bat file, which performs all 
of the following steps. To run the .bat file type the following 
commands at the command prompt:

cd<MegaCore Drive>:\testbench\vhdl\
For the DII to MII interface, go_sam.batr
For the AHB to MII interface, go_adam.batr

Testbench with DII to MII Interface

1. Run the ModelSim simulation tool and type the following 
command:

cd <MegaCore Path>:/testbench/vhdl

2. Set-up the ModelSim library options, by typing the following 
command:

vmap auk_eth_lib
../../sim_lib/modelsim/vhdl/auk_eth_libr

vcom -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr
vlib workr
vmap work workr

3. Compile the MegaWizard wrappers, by typing the following 
command:

vcom -work auk_eth_lib auk_eth_sam_rmon_mw.vhdr

4. Compile the testbenches, by typing the following commands:

vcom auk_eth_functions.vhd
vcom tb_sam.vhdr

5. Load the testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, by typing one 
of the following command:

vsim -L auk_eth_lib tb_sam -do wave_sam.dor

6. In the ModelSim simulation tool, type run allr 

The wave window shows waveforms of some frames transmitting and 
receiving.
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Testbench with AHB to MII Interface

1. Run the Modelsim software and type the following command:

cd <MegaCore Path>:/testbench/vhdl

2. Set-up the ModelSim library options, by typing the following 
command:

vmap auk_eth_lib 
../../sim_lib/modelsim/vhdl/auk_eth_libr

vcom -work auk_eth_lib -refreshr
vlib workr
vmap work workr

3. Compile the MegaWizard wrappers, by typing the following 
command:

vcom -work auk_eth_lib auk_eth_adam_rmon_mw.vhdr

4. Compile the testbenches, by typing the following command:

vcom auk_eth_functions.vhd
vcom tb_adam.vhdr

5. Load the testbench into the ModelSim simulation tool, by typing the 
following command:

vsim -L auk_eth_lib tb_adam -do wave_adam.dor

6. In the ModelSim simulation tool, type run allr 

The wave window shows waveforms of some frames transmitting and 
receiving.

Configure a 
Device

After you have compiled and analyzed your design, you are ready to 
configure your targeted Altera device. You must license the function 
before you can generate configuration files.

Use the 
Demonstration

Altera provides a demonstration, which is a Quartus II project that allows 
you to download an ethernet core onto the Excalibur EPXA10 
development board. The demonstration includes low-level software 
drivers for configuring the core, and responds to and generates pings.

f For more information on the EPXA10 development board, see the EPXA10 
Development Board User Guide.
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1 To use the demonstration your PC must have the ADS-Lite tools 
installed (available with the Quartus II CD) and licensed.

To use the demonstration, compile the project in the Quartus II software 
and compile the software using the batch file, by performing the following 
steps:

1. Open the Quartus II software.

2. Select Open Project (File menu), browse to <MegaCore Drive>:\ 
demo directory, and select the demo.quartus file.

3. Select Software Mode (Processing menu), and select Start Software 
Build (Processing menu).

The steps generate a demo_flash.hex file, which you can download to 
your EPXA10 development board, by typing flash.bat at the command 
prompt.
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This chapter describes each 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function 
signals—symbol, full name, direction, and clock domain.

1 Signals with the suffix _n are active low, all other signals are 
active high.

Signals Figure 7 shows the signals for the DII to MII core, grouped by functional 
area. Figure 7 shows the signals for the DMA to MII core grouped by 
functional area. The MII interface is common to both options.

The left side of Figure 7 shows the interface signals from the DMA and 
system to the following MAC blocks:

■ MAC transmit data buffer
■ MAC transmit control and status
■ Flow control
■ MAC receive data buffer
■ MAC receive control and status
■ MAC control and status registers
■ ARC memory
■ System clock, interrupt, and reset

The right side of Figure 7 shows the interface signals from the PHY device 
and external parts:

■ Transmit MII
■ Receive MII
■ MII station management
■ Non-MII control signals
■ External EEPROM/ROM
■ External CAM
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Figure 7. Signal Block Diagram (DII to MII)

Note:
(1) csr_wdata[21:0] is csr_wdata[31:0] when the RMON option is specified.
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Figure 8. Signal Block Diagram (AHB to MII)

The left side of Figure 8 shows the AHB signals:

■ Bus status and control signals
■ Master bus signals
■ Slave bus signals

The right side of Figure 8 shows the interface signals from the PHY device 
and external parts:

■ Transmit MII
■ Receive MII
■ MII station management
■ Non-MII control signals
■ External EEPROM/ROM
■ External CAM
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DII Signals (DII to MII only)

Table 6 shows the signals used to exchange transmit data while 
transmitting packets. The controller samples dii_tdata, dii_tpar, 
dii_twr_n, and dii_teof on the rising edge of clk. The controller 
changes outputs on the rising edge of clk.

Table 7 shows the signals used to control the transmit data buffer while 
transmitting packets. The controller samples dii_tdata, dii_tpar, 
dii_twr_n, and dii_teof on the rising edge of clk. The controller 
changes outputs on the rising edge of clk.

Table 6. Transmit Data Buffer Signals

Signal Direction Description

dii_tdata[7:0] Input Transmit data bus, which carries a byte of data to the transmit FIFO buffer 
when the DMA engine asserts dii_twr_n.

dii_tpar Input Transmit parity. dii_tpar is even parity over dii_tdata.

dii_teof Input Transmit end of frame. The DMA engine asserts dii_teof along with 
dii_twr_n when it drives the last byte to transmit. dii_teof must be 
continuously asserted until dii_tdone is asserted.

dii_trdy Output Transmit ready, which indicates that the transmit FIFO buffer has room for 
one or more bytes of data.

dii_twr_n Input Transmit write, which causes the transmit FIFO buffer to accept data from 
dii_tdata. Sampled on the rising edge of clk accompanying the data 
with parity.

Table 7. Transmit Control & Status Signals  (Part 1 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

dii_tstat[22:0] Output Transmit status. Valid on the first clock cycle when dii_tdone is 
asserted. (1), (2)

dii_tbcount[15:0] Output Transmit byte count. The count of bytes transmitted is valid on the 
first clock cycle when dii_tdone is asserted. The counter supports 
packet sizes up to 64 Kbytes. The counter stops at its maximum 
value (all ones); it does not roll over or reset. (1)

dii_tdone Output Transmit done. Indicates completion of transmission. dii_tbcount 
is valid when dii_tdone is asserted.
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Note:
(1) dii_tbcount should only be sampled when tdone is active.
(2) The individual bits of dii_tstat are equivalent to the bits in the Tx_Stat register (see Transmit Status (Tx_Stat 

0Ch) on page 60).

dii_thalt Input Transmit halt. The DMA engine can assert dii_thalt to delay 
transmission of a new transmit packet. This is usually done while the 
DMA engine is acquiring sufficient data to ensure that under run 
does not occur during transmit. The MAC does not begin 
transmission of a new packet until dii_thalt is deasserted. 
dii_thalt does not affect packets for which transmission has 
begun. The core stops after the next packet (not before), if 
dii_thalt is asserted between packets.

dii_tenabled Output Transmit enabled. Indicates the MAC has started to transmit. It is a 
synchronized copy of the mii_txen signal, which comes from the 
MII, or is generated by traffic on the 10 Mbps interface. Used in 
conjunction with dii_thfull signal for DMA defer logic.

dii_tframeopt[2:0] Input Frame options. These signals provide per packet control options for 
transmission. They are combined with an OR function with the 
corresponding register control bits.

dii_tframeld Input Frame control load. dii_tframeld is asserted when the frame 
options are valid. The MAC core clocks the frame option signals into 
flip-flops when dii_tframeld is asserted. dii_tframeld should 
be asserted before data bytes are transferred across the DII.

dii_thfull Output Half-full indicator. dii_thfull is asserted when there are at least 
8 bytes of data to transmit in the MAC data buffer. When asserted, 
the DMA engine can defer transfers from DMA RAM to the MAC data 
buffer, when burst transfers are occurring to or from the system. 
dii_thfull is for use with burst mode DMA engines, to allow the 
deferral of memory access requests from the MAC while a burst is 
going on.

Table 7. Transmit Control & Status Signals  (Part 2 of 2)

Signal Direction Description
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Table 8 shows the supported options..

These options can be combined. For example, 011 specifies no FCS 
appended and no padding of short packets. When asserted, the per frame 
options override the global options.

Table 9 shows the flow control signal, which you can use to monitor the 
status of the controller relative to the flow control.

In addition to dii_tpause, the paused bit of the transmit status register 
(bit 6 of Tx_Stat) is asserted while the transmitter is paused due to 
reception of a MAC control pause packet.

Table 8. Supported Options 

Signal Direction Description

dii_tframeopt[2] Input Interrupt after transmit. Values can be:
1 = MAC interrupts after transmit, or
0 = interrupt controlled by EnComp (bit 14) of Tx_ctl.

dii_tframeopt[1] Input No FCS appended. Values can be:
1 = MAC does not append FCS to end of packet, or
0 = FCS controlled by NoFCS (bit 3) of Tx_ctl.

dii_tframeopt[0] Input No padding of short packet. Values can be:
1 = MAC does not pad short packet, or
0 = padding controlled by NoPad (bit 2) of Tx_ctl.

Table 9. Flow Control Signal

Signal Direction Description

dii_tpause Output Send pause. dii_tpause is asserted when the transmit circuit of the 
controller is generating a MAC control packet with a pause operation for 
transmission.
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Table 10 shows the signals that control data exchange while receiving 
packets. The controller samples dii_rrd_n and drives outputs on the 
rising edge of clk.

Table 11 shows the control signals for the receive data buffer while 
receiving packets. The controller samples inputs, and drives outputs, on 
the rising edge of clk. 

Table 10. Receive Data Buffer Signals

Signal Direction Description

dii_rdata[7:0] Output Receive data bus. Drives a byte of data from the receive FIFO buffer when 
the DMA engine asserts dii_rrd_n. 

dii_reof Output Receive end of frame. Indicates the end of a received packet. Normally 
asserted with the last byte of data, however it can be delayed some cycles 
later if StripFCS is enabled or if the PHY device has passed through some 
noise (dribble) at the end of the packet.

dii_rrdy Output Receive ready. Indicates that the receive FIFO buffer holds one or more 
bytes of data, and the controller is driving dii_rdata.

dii_rrd_n Input Receive read. Causes the controller to drive dii_rdata with the next 
byte of data from the receive FIFO buffer if there is one. Otherwise, 
dii_rrdy is de-asserted by the controller.

Table 11. Receive Control & Status Signals  (Part 1 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

dii_rstat[29:4] Output Receive status. Status of the current packet received. Valid on the 
cycle after dii_reof is asserted. (1)

dii_rbcount[15:0] Output Receive byte count. Count of bytes received. Valid in the next cycle 
that dii_reof is asserted. The counter supports packet sizes up to 
64 Kbytes. The counter stops at its maximum value (all ones); it does 
not roll over or reset.

dii_restat Output Receive early status. Indicates to the DMA that dii_rstat is valid. If 
there is an ARC hit or external CAM hit, dii_restat is asserted 
around the byte 64 boundary or around dii_reof for a short packet. 
If the ARC and external CAM do not hit, it occurs earlier.

dii_rkeep Output Keep received packet. Indicates ARC accept and either 64 bytes or 
short packet enable, if the packet is less than 64 bytes in length. Either 
dii_rkeep or dii_rtoss is asserted by the MAC.

dii_rtoss Output Toss received packet. Indicates either ARC reject or collision on 
receive. Either dii_rkeep or dii_rtoss is asserted by the MAC. 
The MAC never asserts both signals for the same packet.
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Note:
(1) The individual bits of dii_rstat are equivalent to the bits in the Rx_Stat register (see Receive Status (Rx_Stat 14h) 

on page 63).

Control and Status Register Signals (DII to MII only)

Table 12 summarizes the signals for accessing the control and status 
registers. The registers are implemented for a 32-bit bus.

dii_rstatack Input Receive status acknowledge. Indicates to the MAC that the DMA has 
accepted receive status.

dii_rhempty Output Half empty. Asserted when the MAC receive data buffer has at least 8 
bytes of free space. When asserted, DMA can defer accepting bytes 
from MAC receive data buffer during bursts to or from the system.

Table 11. Receive Control & Status Signals  (Part 2 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

Table 12. Control & Status Register Access Signals

Signal Direction Description

csr_addr[9:2] Input Control and status register address. The DMA engine drives csr_addr 
to specify which control and status register it wishes to write or read. For 
the addresses of the control and status registers, see “Registers” on 
page 53. The control and status register interface supports byte, word, 
and double-word access to registers, as controlled by the control and 
status register byte enable signals. The control and status register 
address lines carry an 8-bit double-word address. For more on byte and 
double-word addresses.

csr_be_n[3:0] Input Control and status register byte enable. The user drives csr_be_n to 
specify which bytes within the 32-bit control and status register it wishes 
to write or read.

csr_wdata[21:0] 

(1)
Input Control and status register data in. The DMA engine drives csr_wdata 

with data for a command register on control and status register write.

csr_rdata[31:0] Output Control and status register data out. The MAC drives csr_rdata with 
data from a status register on control and status register read.

csr_done Output Control and status register done. Indicates that a read or write operation 
is done.

csr_rd Input Control and status register read. Causes a command or status register to 
drive csr_rdata.

csr_wr Input Control and status register write. Causes a command or status register to 
latch csr_wdata.
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Note:
(1) csr_wdata[21:0] is csr_wdata[31:0] when the RMON option is specified.
Table 13 shows the correspondence between the byte-enable signals and 
bytes on the data-in or data-out bus during read or write cycles. 

System Interface Signals (DII to MII only)

Table 14 lists the system interface signals.

Table 15 shows the clk_div[1:0] recommended settings.

Table 13. Correspondence Between csr_be_n & csr_wdata/csr_rdata

Data in, csr_wdata[31:0], or Data out, csr_rdata[31:0]
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 (LSB)

csr_be_n[3] csr_be_n[2] csr_be_n[1] csr_be_n[0]

Table 14. System Interface Signals 

Signal Direction Description

clk Input System clock. Continuous running system clock. The MAC core has been 
verified to support 100 Mbps operation when the system clock runs at a 
frequency between 16 MHz and 66 MHz.

clk_div[1:0] Input Clock rate. clk_div generates the clock rate for mii_mdclk (see Table 23) 
and prom_clk (see Table 25).

rst_n Input Hardware reset. rst_n resets all state machines and registers to their initial or 
power-on state.

link_int Output Interrupt on link status change. link_int is asserted when the link status 
(mii_link_n) changes. It remains asserted until the link changed (LnkChg, 
bit 8) of the MAC_Ctl register is cleared by writing a 1 to it. For link status to 
be available over the MII, the mii_conn signal must be deasserted.

Table 15. clk_div[1:0] Recommended Settings

clk (MHz) clk_div[1:0] mii_mdclk (MHz) prom_clk (MHz)

33 01 2.38 0.98

50 10 1.67 0.75

66 10 2.22 0.98
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AHB Signals (AHB to MII only)

Table 16 shows the AHB system interface signals, which are used by both 
master and slave circuits. 

Table 17 shows the AHB master interface signals.

Table 16. AHB System Interface Signals

Signal Direction Description

ahb_hclk Input System clock. System provided clock, between 16-MHz and 40-MHz, or 
faster.

ahb_hreset_n Input System reset. Hardware reset source. Causes all output signals to enter a 
high-impedance state, and clears all registers. Does not affect on-chip RAM 
or FIFO buffers. Upon deassertion, the software drivers are responsible to 
check for the presence of a serial ROM, and if present, to read in the station 
address, and other configuration parameters.

ahb_clkdiv[1:0] Input Clock divider select

ahb_hirq Output Interrupt out.

ahb_bigendian Input AHB big endian mode

Table 17. AHB Master Interface Signals  (Part 1 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

ahb_m_hbusreq Output Bus request.

ahb_m_hgrant Input Bus grant.

ahb_m_hlock Output Locked transfers.

ahb_m_haddr[31:0] Output Address bus. During bus master operations, the core drives all address 
lines.

ahb_m_hwdata[31:0] Output Write data bus. During bus master write operations, the core drives the 
master write data bus.

ahb_m_hrdata[31:0] Input Read data bus. During bus master read operations, the core samples 
the master read data bus.
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Table 18 shows the byte ordering of data when big endian is enabled.

ahb_m_htrans[1:0] Output Transfer type. During bus master operations, the core drives 
ahb_m_htrans[1:0] to indicate the transfer type.
 
00 = idle. No data transfer required. The core was granted the bus 
without request.
01 = busy. Used by the core to insert idle cycles in the middle of burst 
transfers.
10 = nonseq. Used by the core for the first transfer of a burst or a single 
transfer.
11 = seq. Used by the core for the second and successive transfers of 
a burst transfer.

ahb_m_hwrite Output Transfer direction. During bus master operations the core drives 
ahb_m_hwrite to indicate the transfer direction. A 1 indicates a write 
operation; a 0 indicates a read operation.

ahb_m_hsize[2:0] Output Transfer size. During bus master operations, the core drives 
ahb_m_hsize[2:0] to indicate a transfer size of 32, 16, or 8 bits.

ahb_m_hburst[2:0] Output Burst type. During bus master operations, the core drives 
ahb_m_hburst[2:0] to indicate a single transfer or an unspecified 
length seq burst.

ahb_m_hready Input Transfer done. During bus master operations, the core samples 
ahb_m_hready to detect when the slave has completed a transfer.

ahb_m_hresp[1:0] Input Transfer response. During bus master operations, the core samples 
ahb_m_hresp[1:0] to monitor the slave response. Responses of 
okay, error, and retry are accepted. The core does not support slaves 
which are split capable.

Table 17. AHB Master Interface Signals  (Part 2 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

Table 18. Byte Ordering of Data—Big Endian

ahb_m_hwdata[31:0] or ahb_m_hrdata[31:0]
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 (LSB)

addr[1:0] = 11 addr[1:0] = 10 addr[1:0] = 01 addr[1:0] = 00
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Table 19 shows the byte ordering of data when little endian is enabled.

Table 20 shows the AHB slave interface signals.

Table 19. Byte Ordering of Data—Little Endian

ahb_m_hwdata[31:0] or ahb_m_hrdata[31:0]
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 (LSB)

addr[1:0] = 00 addr[1:0] = 01 addr[1:0] = 10 addr[1:0] = 11

Table 20. AHB Slave Interface Signals

Signal Direction Description

ahb_s_hsel Input Slave select. When asserted the core performs bus slave operations, 
by monitoring the slave input signals and driving the slave output 
signals.

ahb_s_haddr[31:0] Input Address bus. During bus slave operation, the core samples the lower 
address lines.

ahb_s_hwdata[31:0] Input Write data bus. During bus slave write operations, the core samples the 
slave write data bus.

ahb_s_hrdata[31:0] Output Read data bus. During bus slave read operations the core drives the 
slave read data bus.

ahb_s_htrans[1:0] Input Transfer type. During bus slave operations, the core samples to decide 
the transfer type. 

00 = idle. no data transfer required. The core responds with an OK 
response.
01 = busy. Used by the master to insert idle cycles in the middle of a 
transfer.
10 = nonseq. Used by the master for the first burst or a single transfer. 
The core supplies the appropriate response.
11 = seq. Used by the master to attempt a burst transfer. The core 
disconnects after the first data is transferred.

ahb_s_hwrite Input Transfer direction. During bus slave operations, the core samples 
ahb_s_hwrite to decide the transfer direction. A 1 indicates a write 
operation; a 0 indicates a read operation.

ahb_s_hsize[2:0] Input Transfer size. During bus slave operations, the core samples 
ahb_s_hsize[2:0] to decide the transfer size. For slave operations 
the core accepts 32, 16, or 8 bits.
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MII Signals

Table 21 shows the MII signals supported by the MAC core for 
transmitting packets. These signals are described in the MII sections of the 
IEEE 802.3 100 Mbps ethernet documents, see “References” on page vi.

ahb_s_hburst[2:0] Input Burst type. During bus slave operations, the core samples 
ahb_s_hburst[2:0] to decide the burst type. The core accepts 
single transfers. For attempted burst transfers, the core indicates retry 
after the first data transfer is complete.

ahb_s_hready_in Input Transfer done. During bus slave operations, the core samples 
ahb_s_hready_in to indicate when the bus is ready.

ahb_s_hready Output Transfer done. During bus slave operations, the core drives 
ahb_s_hready 

ahb_s_hresp[1:0] Output Transfer response. During bus slave operations, the core drives 
ahb_s_hresp[1:0] to indicate the core’s response. Responses of 
okay, error and retry are generated. The core does not generate split 
reponses.

Table 20. AHB Slave Interface Signals

Signal Direction Description

Table 21. Transmit MII Signals  (Part 1 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

mii_txcol Input Collision. Asserted asynchronously with minimum delay from the start of a 
collision on the medium.

mii_txclk Input Transmit clock. mii_txd and mii_txen are driven on the rising edge of the 
mii_txclk by the controller, and sampled by the PHY device on the rising edge 
of the mii_txclk.

mii_txd[3:0] Output Transmit data. Transmit data is aligned on nibble boundaries. mii_txd[0] 
corresponds to the first bit to transmit on the physical medium and is the (least 
significant bit) LSB of the first byte, followed by the fifth bit of that byte during the 
next clock.

mii_txen Output Transmit enable. mii_txen provides precise framing for the data carried on 
mii_txd. It is active during the clock periods that mii_txd contains valid data 
to be transmitted, from preamble through FCS.
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Table 22 shows the MII signals supported by the MAC core for receiving 
packets. These signals are described in the MII sections of the IEEE 802.3 
100 Mbps ethernet documents, see “References” on page vi.

mii_txer Output Transmit coding error. mii_txer is driven synchronously to mii_txclk and is 
sampled continuously by the PHY device. If asserted for one or more 
mii_txclk periods, it causes the PHY device to emit one or more symbols 
which are not part of the valid data or delimiter set somewhere in the frame being 
transmitted.
Support of mii_txer is required for PHY devices and optional for MAC devices. 
The MAC uses mii_txer to indicate a transmit parity error, a late collision, or a 
FIFO buffer underrun.

Table 21. Transmit MII Signals  (Part 2 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

Table 22. Receive MII Signals 

Signal Direction Description

mii_rxcrs Input Carrier sense. Asserted asynchronously with minimum delay from the detection 
of a non-idle medium.

mii_rxclk Input Receive clock. mii_rxclk is a continuous clock. Its frequency is 25 MHz for 
100-Mbps operation, and 2.5 MHz for 10-Mbps. mii_rxd, mii_rxdv, and 
mii_rxer are driven by the PHY device on the falling edge of mii_rxclk, and 
sampled on the rising edge of mii_rxclk.

mii_rxd[3:0] Input Receive data. mii_rxd is aligned on nibble boundaries. mii_rxd[0] 
corresponds to the first bit received on the physical medium, which is the LSB of 
the byte in one clock period and the fifth bit of that byte in the next clock.

mii_rxdv Input Receive data valid. The PHY device synchronously asserts mii_rxdv and holds 
it active during the clock periods that mii_rxd contains valid received data. The 
PHY device asserts mii_rxdv no later than the clock period when it places the 
first nibble of the start frame delimiter (SFD) on mii_rxd. If the PHY device 
asserts mii_rxdv prior to the first nibble of the SFD, mii_rxd carries valid 
preamble symbols.

mii_rxer Input Receive error. PHY device synchronously asserts mii_rxer whenever it detects 
a physical medium error, e.g., a coding violation. PHY device asserts mii_rxer 
only when it asserts mii_rxdv.
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Table 23 shows the MII station management signals, which are optional 
for configuring a PHY device or negotiating a link protocol. The MAC 
control and status register interface provides a serial driver for reading 
and writing PHY registers. None of the data values transferred via the 
mii_mdio interface are interpreted by the MAC.   

Non-MII Signals

Table 24 shows the non-MII control signals, which can be supported by 
some ethernet PHY devices. Use of the non-MII control signals is not 
required, but their use provides improved connectivity between a MAC 
and a PHY device.

Table 23. MII Station Management Signals

Signal Direction Description

mii_mdclk Output Management data clock. Timing reference for transfer of information on the 
mii_mdio signal. mii_mdclk should not exceed 2.5 MHz. mii_mdclk is a 
divided down system clock, which is set by clk_div[1:0]. 
When clk_div is 00, clk is divided by 8.
When clk_div is 01, clk is divided by 14.
When clk_div is 10, clk is divided by 30.
When clk_div is 11, clk is divided by 42.

mii_mdio Input/output Management data bidirectional. When a read command is being executed, data 
that is clocked out of the PHY device is presented on this input line. When the 
controller is clocking control or data onto the mii_mdio line, mii_mdio carries 
the information.

Table 24. Non-MII Control Signals

Signal Direction Description

mii_conn Input MII connector. A strap pin, active high. When mii_conn is asserted high, an MII 
connector is being used, and status information is limited to the signals across 
the MII. As a result, the core reads/writes the duplex and speed control bits, and 
the internal link status logic is disabled from generating link status change 
interrupts. When mii_conn is asserted low, the duplex and speed control bits 
become read-only, Status outputs from the PHY device directly control the MAC, 
and the MAC is capable of generating link status change interrupts.

mii_fd_n Input MII full-duplex. Active low. When asserted mii_fd_n indicates the PHY device 
is operating in full-duplex mode. When deasserted mii_fd_n indicates the PHY 
device is operating in half-duplex mode. The MII_FD is ignored when mii_conn 
is high. Pads should provide a pull up, so the pins can be left unconnected, and 
do not float when connected to an open drain output from the PHY device.
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External EEPROM or ROM Interface

Table 25 shows the four signals (optional) that control an external 
EEPROM or ROM.

mii_100m_n Input MII speed indicator. Active low. When asserted mii_100m_n indicates the PHY 
device is operating in 100 Mbps mode. When deasserted mii_100m_n 
indicates the PHY device is operating in 10 Mbps mode. Ignored when 
mii_conn is asserted high. The pads should provide a pull up, so the pins can 
be left unconnected, and do not float when connected to an open drain output 
from the PHY device.

mii_link_n Input MII link OK indicator. Active low. When asserted mii_link_n indicates link 
status OK. When deasserted mii_link_n indicates the link is down. 
mii_link_n is ignored when mii_conn is asserted high. Pad should provide 
a pull up, so it can be left unconnected, and do not float when connected to an 
open drain output from the PHY device.

Table 24. Non-MII Control Signals

Signal Direction Description

Table 25. External EEPROM Signals 

Signal Direction Description

prom_di Input EEPROM/ ROM data input. Data line for transmitting from external 
EEPROM/ROM to the controller. Must be high with no EEPROM present. An 
internal resistor pull-up is one solution.

prom_do Output EEPROM/ ROM data output. Transfers data from the controller to an external 
EEPROM/ROM.

prom_clk Output EEPROM/ ROM clock. Clock for transmitting to and from an external 
EEPROM/ROM. prom_clk is typically about 1 MHz. prom_clk is a divided down 
system clock, which is set by clk_div[1:0]. 
When clk_div is 00, clk is divided by 18.
When clk_div is 01, clk is divided by 34.
When clk_div is 10, clk is divided by 68.
When clk_div is 11, clk is divided by 100.

prom_cs Output EEPROM/ ROM chip select. Used to frame transmissions to and from an external 
EEPROM/ROM.
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ARC Memory Interface Signals (DII to MII only)

Table 26 shows the ARC memory interface signals. Generally, the ARC 
memory is shared with the DMA buffer memory. The ARC memory 
interface signals provide an interface to the DMA RAM arbiter and access 
to the read function of the DMA RAM. It is assumed that the DMA 
interface provides a mechanism to write the ARC memory locations.

External CAM Interface Signals

Table 27 shows the two external CAM interface signals. Use of these 
signals is optional.

Table 26. ARC Memory Interface Signals

Signal Direction Description

arc_req Output ARC memory request. Asserted when the ARC has received an ethernet 
packet address for comparison, and wishes to read the memory locations.

arc_gnt Input ARC memory grant. Indicates valid arc_data.

arc_addr[7:0] Output ARC memory pointer. Address of the ARC memory location to read. In the 
current implementations, the ARC memory is at location 0, and extends for 
32 double-words.

arc_data[31:0] Input ARC memory data. Data from the ARC memory, which assumes four bytes 
on each access.

Table 27. External CAM Interface Signals

Signal Direction Description

cam_load Output External CAM address load. Indicates the external CAM to begin loading the 
destination address from mii_rxd. cam_load is optional even with an external 
CAM, as external circuitry can derive the external CAM interface signals from the 
MII signals, just as the MAC does.

cam_hit_n Input External CAM hit. Notification from the external CAM that it has recognized this 
packet’s destination address. cam_hit_n should be held inactive by a pull-up 
resistor, if the external CAM is not present.
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Registers
This section describes the user-accessible core registers, which are 
grouped by the following functions:

■ MAC control and status registers
■ Network management registers (optional)
■ DMA control and status registers (AHB to MII only)

In normal operation, when setup is complete, most registers do not need 
to be accessed directly. Transmit and receive operations are usually 
controlled by a DMA engine using continuous cyclic queues. Packet 
control and status information signals are provided separate from the 
register I/O interface. DMA control registers need to be accessed at 
initialization time, to initiate operation. Core registers can be accessed for 
special configuration needs, such as setting the ARC for address filtering. 
For interrupt-based drivers, some of the registers are accessed in the 
interrupt handler—to enable and disable interrupts, to determine the 
cause of an interrupt, and to clear interrupt condition bits. Flow control 
registers can be accessed by drivers to monitor the progress of local and 
remote pause commands. Network management registers must be 
accessed for initialization and periodic reporting, if the optional RMON 
block is selected in the core.

There are two basic types of register access:

■ RO—read only. Writing to a RO register has no effect. 
■ R/W—read and write. You can read from and write to the register. 

The controller may also write to the register, and some parts may be 
reserved, read only, or have special semantics. So you may not 
always be able to read what was written. 

■ W1C—clear by writing 1 to the bit to clear the interrupt. Writing a 0 
has no effect. 

The registers with access marked with an asterisk (*) have special 
semantics, such as bits which are write 1 to clear, self-clearing, etc., as 
explained in the detailed descriptions. Reserved bits are initialized to 0. 
Software should leave them unchanged when writing to registers, for 
compatibility with future uses. Software should not depend on the value 
of reserved fields being 0.
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Table 28 shows the functional group, register name, mnemonic, address, 
size, and access type for all registers. The control and status registers are 
usually loaded from an EEPROM or ROM during power-up, reset, or 
initialized by software drivers. Some registers, such as the ARC control 
and missed count registers, are accessed by system software drivers while 
the core is active. The core transmit and receive control and status 
registers are generally controlled by a DMA engine after they are setup.

1 All register can be accessed as 32-bit registers.

Table 28. Registers  (Part 1 of 2)

Name Mnemonic Address (H) Bytes Access

DII to MII AHB to MII

MAC Registers

MAC control MAC_Ctl 00 00 2 R/W*

ARC control ARC_Ctl 04 04 1 R/W

Transmit control Tx_Ctl 08 08 2 R/W

Transmit status Tx_Stat 0C 0C 3 RO

Transmit control frame status Tx_Con_Frm_Stat – 348 4 RW

Receive control Rx_Ctl 10 10 2 R/W

Receive status Rx_Stat 14 14 4 RO

Station management data MD_Data 18 18 2 R/W

Station management control and 
address

MD_CA 1C 1C 2 R/W*

ARC address ARC_Addr – 160 R/W

ARC data ARC_Data – 364 4 R/W

ARC enable ARC_Ena 28 28 3 R/W

PROM control PROM_Ctl 2C 2C 2 R/W*

PROM data PROM_Data 30 30 2 R/W

Missed error count Miss_Cnt 3C 3C 2 R/W

Pause count PauseCnt 40h 40h 2 RO

Remote pause count RemPauCnt 44h 44h 2 RO
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DMA Registers

DMA control DMA_Ctl – 100 3 R/W

Transmit frame pointer TxFrmPtr – 104 4 R/W

Transmit threshold TxThrsh – 308 2 R/W

Transmit polling counter TxPollCtr – 30C 2 R/W

Buffer list frame pointer BLFrmPtr – 110 4 R/W

Receive fragment size RxFragSize – 114 2 R/W

Interrupt enable Int_En – 118 2 R/W

Free descriptor area base FDA_Bas – 11C 4 R/W

Free descriptor area limit FDA_Lim – 120 2 R/W

Interrupt source Int_Src – 124 2 R/W*

RMON Registers

Count data register CntData 80 80 4 R/W

Count access register CntAcc 84 84 4 R/W

Table 28. Registers  (Part 2 of 2)

Name Mnemonic Address (H) Bytes Access

DII to MII AHB to MII
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Table 29 shows the registers address map. It assumes a little-endian layout 
of the register address space.

Table 29. Registers Address Map

Address (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0

DII to MII AHB to MII

00 00 Reserved MAC_Ctl

04 04 Reserved Reserved ARC_Ctl

08 08 Reserved Tx_Ctl

0C 0C Reserved Tx_Stat

10 10 Reserved Rx_Ctl

14 14 Rx_Stat

18 18 Reserved MD_Data

1C 1C Reserved MD_CA

– 16 Arc_Addr

– 36 Arc_Data[3:0]

28 28 Reserved Arc_Ena[2:0]

2C 2C Reserved PROM_Ctl

30 30 Reserved PROM_Data

3C 3C Reserved Miss_Cnt

40 40 Reserved PauseCnt

44 44 Reserved RemPauCnt

– 348 TxConFrmStat

80 80 CntData

84 84 CntAcc

– 100 Reserved DMA_Ctl

– 104 TxFrmPtr

– 308 Reserved TxThrash

– 30C Reserved TxPollCtr

– 110 BLFrmPtr

– 114 Reserved RxFragSize

– 118 Reserved Int_En

– 11C FDA_Bas

– 120 Reserved FDA_Lim

– 124 Reserved Int_Src
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MAC Control & 
Status 
Registers

The MAC control & status registers are detailed in the section.

MAC Control (MAC_Ctl 00h)

Table 30 shows the MAC control register format. 

Hardware reset to the value 0000h. Software reset is invoked by setting bit 
2, Reset. Bit 2 is cleared after software reset is complete. Other bits are not 
affected by software reset.

The MAC control register provides global control and status information 
for the MAC. The MissRoll bits are status bits. FullDup is a control bit 
if mii_conn is high and the MII is the active connection mode. FullDup 
is a status bit if mii_conn is low. All the others are control bits.

Table 30. MAC Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 HaltReq Halt request Stop transmission and reception after completion of any 
current packets.

1 HaltImm Halt immediate Stop transmission and reception immediately.

2 Reset Software reset Reset all ethernet MAC state machines and FIFO buffers.

3 FullDup Full-duplex If mii_conn is high, software must set FullDup for full or 
half-duplex. When mii_conn is low, FullDup indicates the 
status of mii_fd_n depending on connection mode.

7:4 – – Reserved. Writable, but leave set to 0.

8 LnkChg Link changed Write 1 to clear, writing 0 has no effect. This bit is the internal 
generator of the int_link signal. When software drivers 
clear this bit, the interrupt condition is cleared. Only active 
when mii_conn is high.

9 – – Reserved, always read as 0. For future compatibility should be 
written with a 0. (Read only).

10 MissRoll Missed roll Missed error counter rolled over. (Read only).

11 – – Reserved, always read as 0. For future compatibility should be 
written with a 0. (Read only).

12 EnLnkChg Enable link changed Enables link change interrupt.

13 EnMissRoll Enable missed roll Interrupt when missed error counter rolls over.

14 – – Reserved, always read as 0. For future compatibility should be 
written with a 0. (Read only).

15 – – Reserved, always read as 1. For future compatibility should be 
written with a 1. (Read only).
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Software can use the Tx_Ctl and Rx_Ctl registers to request halt after 
current network transactions are complete before using reset.

The missed roll bit is set when the counter rolls over and cleared when 
software reads the missed count register.

ARC Control (ARC_Ctl 04h)

Table 31 shows the ARC control register format. 

Hardware reset to value 0000h. Software reset has no effect. The ARC 
circuit recognizes three types of ethernet addresses:

■ A station address has an even first byte, i.e. 00-00-00-00-00-00
■ The broadcast address is defined to be FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF
■ A multicast-group address has an odd first byte, but is not the 

broadcast address, i.e. 01-00-00-00-00-00

Setting CompEn enables the ARC to match incoming destination 
addresses with addresses stored in ARC memory. For further information 
on the ARC memory organization, see “ARC Operation” on page 110.. 
Clearing CompEn forces the ARC to fail all attempts to match incoming 
addresses in the ARC memory. The three accept bits override ARC 
rejections. To reject all packets, clear all bits in ARC_ctl. To place the 
MAC in promiscuous mode, and accept all good packets, set the ARC to 
accept all three types of address. An alternative way to place the MAC in 
promiscuous mode is to set the NegARC bit, but clear the CompEn bit.

Table 31. ARC Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 StationAcc Station accept Accept any packet with a “unicast” station address.

1 GroupAcc Group accept Accept any packet with a multicast-group address.

2 BroadAcc Broadcast 
accept

Accept any packet with a broadcast address.

3 NegARC Negative ARC 0 = Accept packets ARC recognizes, reject others.
1 = Reject packets ARC recognizes, accept others.

4 CompEn Compare 
enable

Enable compare mode.

15:5 – – Reserved.
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Transmit Control (Tx_Ctl 08h)

Table 32 shows the transmit control register format. 3

Hardware reset to value 0000h. Software reset clears TxEn and does not 
affect others. The Fast Back_off bit should not be set during normal 
operation.

1 The Send pause bit is automatically cleared upon completing 
transmission of the MAC control packet. Writing a zero to this 
register has no effect.

Table 32. Transmit Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 TxEn Transmit enable If zero, stop transmission immediately.

1 TxHalt Transmit halt request Halt transmission after completing any current packet.

2 NoPad Suppress padding Do not generate pad bytes for packets of less than 64 
bytes.

3 NoFCS Suppress FCS Do not add the FCS at the end of a packet.

4 FBack Fast back-off and count Use faster back-off timers and byte counts (for testing 
only).

5 NoExDef No excessive defer Suppress the checking of Excessive Deferral.

6 TxPause Send pause Send a pause command or other MAC control packet.

7 MII10 MII 10 Mbps mode If mii_conn is high, MII10 enables SQE checking in MII 
10 Mbps mode.

8 EnUnder Enable underrun Interrupt if MAC transmit FIFO buffer is empty during 
transmission.

9 EnExDefer Enable excessive 
Deferral

Interrupt if the MAC defers for MAX_DEFERRAL time:
= 0.24288 ms for 100 Mbps.
= 2.4288 ms for 10 Mbps

10 EnLCarr Enable lost carrier Interrupt if carrier sense is not detected or is dropped 
during the transmission of a packet.

11 EnExColl Enable excessive 
collision

Interrupt if 16 collisions occur in the same packet.

12 EnLateColl Enable late collision Interrupt if the collision occurs after 512 bit times (64 byte 
times).

13 EnTxPar Enable transmit parity Interrupt if the MAC transmit FIFO buffer has a parity error.

14 EnComp Enable completion Interrupt when the MAC transmits or discards one packet.

15 – – Reserved.
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To receive an interrupt after each packet, set the enable completion and all 
the MAC error enable bits. Interrupts may also be enabled only for specific 
conditions.

MII10 is a control bit if mii_conn is high, and the MII is the active 
connection mode. It controls SQE checking over the MII interface, and 
should only be set when the MII is operating at 10Mbps. If mii_conn is 
low, SQE checking is automatic.

Transmit Status (Tx_Stat 0Ch)

Table 33 shows the transmit status register format. 

Table 33. Transmit Status Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

3:0 TxColl Transmit collision count Count of the collisions in transmitting a single packet.

4 ExColl Excessive collision Set if 16 collisions occurred for same packet; transmission 
aborted.

5 TxDefer Transmit deferred Packet waited because of deferral during transmission.

6 paused Paused The following packet was paused.

7 IntTx Interrupt on transmit Set if the transmission of the packet caused an interrupt 
condition. 

8 Under Underrun The MAC transmit FIFO buffer became empty during 
transmission.

9 ExDefer Excessive deferral The MAC deferred for more than MAX_DEFERRAL time.

10 LCarr Lost carrier No carrier sense detected or carrier dropped during 
transmission.

11 – – Reserved.

12 LateColl Late collision A collision occurred after 512 bit times (64 byte times). 

13 TxPar Transmit parity error The MAC transmit FIFO buffer detected a parity error.

14 Comp Completion The MAC transmitted or discarded one packet.

15 TxHalted Transmission halted Transmission was halted by clearing TxEn or setting 
TxHalt.

16 SQErr Signal quality error No heart beat signal observed at the end of the transmission.

17 TxMCast Multi-cast transmit Set if the MAC transmitted a multi-cast packet.

18 TxBCast Broadcast transmit Set if the MAC transmitted a broadcast packet.

19 TxVLAN VLAN tagged transmit Set if the MAC transmitted a VLAN tagged packet.

20 TxMACC MAC control transmit Set if the MAC transmitted a MAC control packet. 

21 Txpause Pause transmit Set if the MAC transmitted a MAC control pause packet. 

31:22 – – Reserved.
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Software reset to value 00_0000h. Cleared at beginning of each packet 
transmitted.

The transmission status flags are set whenever the corresponding event 
occurs. In addition, an interrupt is generated if the corresponding enable 
bit in the transmit control register is set.

The low order five bits can be read and masked as a single collision count, 
i.e when ExColl is 1, TxColl is 0. If TxColl is non-zero, ExColl is 0. 
MAX_DEFERRAL time is 0.24288 ms for 100-Mbps, 2.42880 ms for 10-
Mbps. If TxMCast and TxBCast (bits 17:18) are both 0, a Unicast packet 
was transmitted.

Transmit Control Frame Status (Tx_Con_Frm_Stat 348h)

The DMA implementation must provide a mechanism for reporting the 
transmit status after the MAC has transmitted a pause operation, or other 
MAC control frame. In the AHB to MII core, an SRAM based register is 
provided for this purpose. If you want to maintain software compatibility 
with the designs, read the following description.

Table 34 shows the transmit control frame status register map.

Held in internal RAM, so hardware and software reset have no effect.

The transmit control frame status is a RAM based register that provides 
the status of sending a MAC control packet to a remote station via the 
Tx_Pause bit of the transmit control register.

The reading of this register, and an interrupt to notify the system of 
transmit completion for a MAC control packet, is the responsibility of the 
DMA engine. Software can reset this register before initiating the transfer 
of a MAC control frame to support polling for completion.

Table 34. Transmit Control Frame Status Register Map

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

15:0 Tx_Stat_Value See Tx_Stat[15:0].

31:16 – Reserved.
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Receive Control (Rx_Ctl 10h)

Table 35 shows the receive control register format. 

Hardware reset to value 0000h. Software reset clears RxEn and does not 
affect other values.

To receive an interrupt after each packet, set the good enable and all the 
error enable bits. Interrupts may also be enabled only for specific 
conditions.

1 The frame lengths above do not include preamble and SFD, see 
“MAC Frame & Packet Formats” on page 89 for more details.

Table 35. Receive Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 RxEn Receive enable If zero, stop reception immediately.

1 RxHalt Receive halt request Halt reception after completing any current packet.

2 LongEn Long enable Allow the reception of frames longer than 1518 bytes (1522 
bytes for VLAN). *

3 ShortEn Short enable Allow the reception of frames shorter than 64 bytes. *

4 StripFCS Strip FCS value Strip the FCS from the packet.

5 PassCtl Pass control packets Enable the passing of control packets to the MAC client.

6 IgnoreFCS Ignore FCS value Do not check the FCS.

7 DisLenErr Disable length If DisLenErr is set, the core does not discard packets 
whose length does not match the length field and sets 
LenErr. You can leave DisLenErr clear, but set it to 
receive illegal packets.

8 EnAlign Enable alignment Interrupt upon receipt of a packet whose length, in bits, is not 
a multiple of eight, and whose FCS is invalid.

9 EnFCSErr Enable FCS error Interrupt upon receipt of a packet whose FCS is invalid or, 
during its reception, the PHY device asserts mii_rxer.

10 EnOver Enable overflow Interrupt upon receipt of a packet when the MAC receive 
FIFO buffer is full.

11 EnLongErr Enable long error Interrupt upon receipt of a frame longer than 1518 bytes 
(1522 bytes for VLAN),* unless the long enable bit is 
set.

12 – – Reserved.

13 EnRxPar Enable receive parity Interrupt if MAC receive FIFO buffer detects a parity error.

14 EnGood Enable good Interrupt upon receipt of a packet with no errors.

15 – – Reserved.
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Receive Status (Rx_Stat 14h)

Table 36 shows the receive status register format. 

Table 36. Receive Status Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

3:0 – – Reserved.

4 LenErr Length error Length error—the length field did not match the packet size.
LenErr is not set for: VLAN packets, MAC control packets, and 
packets with length field less than 46 and length of 64. software 
should use this bit to signal need to check for type values.
LenErr is only set for ethernet 802.3 packets, not ethernet II 
packets. If LenErr is greater than 0600H, it is treated as a type 
field and LenErr is not generated.

5 CtlRecd Control frame 
received

Set if the packet received is a MAC control frame, i.e., type = 
8808h, and ARC recognizes the address.

6 IntRx Interrupt on receive Set if the reception of a packet caused an interrupt condition. This 
includes good received, if the EnGood bit is set.

7 Rx10Stat Receive 10-Mbps 
Status

0, if the packet was received via the MII.

8 AlignErr Alignment error The frame length, in bits, was not a multiple of eight and the FCS 
was invalid.

9 FCSErr FCS error The FCS at the end of the packet did not match the computed 
value, or the PHY asserted mii_rxer during the packet 
reception.

10 Overflow Overflow error The MAC receive FIFO buffer was full—a received byte was lost.

11 LongErr Long error Received a frame longer than 1518 bytes (1522 if a VLAN).* Not 
set if the long enable bit in the receive control register is set.

12 – – Reserved.

13 RxPar Receive party error The MAC receive FIFO buffer has detected a parity error.

14 Good Good received Successfully received a packet with no errors. 

15 RxHalted Reception halted Reception halted by clearing RxEn or setting RxHalt.

16 – – Reserved.

17 RxMCast Multi-cast received Set if the packet received is a multi-cast packet.

18 RxBCast Broadcast received Set if the packet received is a broadcast packet.

19 RxVLAN VLAN received Set if the packet received is a VLAN tagged packet.

20 Rxpause Pause received Set if the packet received is a MAC control pause packet.

24:21 ARCStatus Summary of the ARC activity, (see encoding, below).

29:25 ARCEnt Index of ARC entry where the address matched, all 1's if no 
match.

31:30 – – Reserved.
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Software reset to value 0000h. Cleared at beginning of each packet 
received.

1 The frame lengths above do not include preamble and SFD. see 
“MAC Frame & Packet Formats” on page 89. for more details.

The receive status flags are set whenever the corresponding event occurs. 
Once set, a flag stays set until another packet arrives. In addition, an 
interrupt is generated if the corresponding enable bit in the receive control 
register is set.

CtlRecd is set if the packet type is 8808h, and the ARC recognizes the 
address. If RxMCast and RxBCast (bits 17:18) are both zero, a Unicast 
packet was received.

Table 37 shows how ARC activity status is encoded.

Note:
(1) minLen is 64 bytes if ShortEn is not asserted, 14 bytes if ShortEn is asserted.

There is a race condition between internal ARC and external CAM. The 
first one to signal hit stops the other. ARC Entry Status bit settings can 
vary because of this.

Table 37. ARC Activity Status Encoding 

Code Description

0000 Toss, MAC control received and PassCtl = 0.

0001 Toss, length is less than minLen, but at least 6 bytes, and was keep 
otherwise. (1)

0010 Toss, ARC match, negative filtering.

0011 Reserved.

0100 Toss, external CAM hit, negative filtering.

0101 Reserved.

0110 Toss, no match, no external CAM, no enable, positive filtering.

0111 Toss, packet length is too short for ARC result to be valid and 
shortEn is not set.

1000 Keep, broadcast, multicast, or unicast enabled and matched.

1xx1 Reserved.

1010 Keep, ARC match, positive filtering.

1100 Keep, external CAM hit, positive filtering.

1110 Keep, no match, negative filtering.
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Station Management Data (MD_Data 18h)

Table 38 shows the station management control and address register 
format. 

Software reset to value 0000h. 

The MII section of the IEEE 802.3 Standard for 100-BASE-T, 100-Mbps 
Ethernet (see “References” on page vi.) defines the format of the station 
management data registers. See specific PHY data sheets for additional 
hardware dependent registers.

Station Management Control & Address (MD_CA 1Ch)

Table 39 shows the station management control and address register 
format. 

Software reset to value 0000h. 

Before attempting to access the PHY control registers, the software should 
read the MD_CA register to ensure the busy bit is not set.

The controller provides support for reading and writing of station 
management data to the PHY device. Setting the options in the station 
management registers does not affect the controller.

Table 38. Station Management Data Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

15:0 Station 

Management 

Data

Station management data Station management data.

Table 39. Station Management Control & Address Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

4:0 Addr Address Address inside the PHY of register to read or write.

9:5 PHY PHY address Address of PHY device to read or write.

10 Wr Write Set for write, clear for read.

11 Busy Busy bit Set to begin operation; controller clears when the operation 
completes.

12 PreSup Preamble suppress If set, the preamble is not sent to the PHY device.

15:13 – – Reserved.
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Some PHY devices may not support the option to suppress preambles 
after the first operation.

ARC Address (ARC_Addr 160h) & ARC Data (ARC_Data 364h)

In the AHB to MII core, these registers are used to implement an ARC 
address register and an ARC data register, for reading and writing the 
ARC memory block from the system side. For further information on 
software compatibility, see “ARC Operation” on page 110.

The DMA implementation must provide a mechanism for reading to and 
writing from the ARC memory. In the 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore 
function, this implementation is mapped into the ARC command and 
status register address space.

Table 40 shows the ARC address register map.

Software reset to value 0000h. 

In normal operation, the ARC_Adr and ARC_Data registers can read or 
write the ARC contents, including two double word locations 
immediately after the ARC for flow control operation. Writing to other 
memory locations in normal operation has no effect. When the TestMode 
bit of the DMA Control register is set, the ARC_Adr can be used to read 
or write the entire DMA_RAM.

Table 41 shows the ARC data register map.

Table 40. ARC Address Register Map

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

1:0 – – Reserved.

11:2 ARC_Loc ARC Address The four-byte location in ARC memory.

14:12 – – Reserved.

Table 41. ARC Data Register Map

Data Bit Mnemonic Name

7:0 ARC_Data[0] ARC data.

15:8 ARC_Data[1] ARC data.

23:16 ARC_Data[2] ARC data.

31:24 ARC_Data[3] ARC data.
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Four bytes are accessed each time there is a read or write of the ARC 
address register, i.e., the PCI byte enables are ignored. System software 
must perform read, modify, and write logic when modifying only 2 bytes 
of a 4-byte word.

The ARC data register has a copy of the data stored at the ARC bytes 
addressed by the ARC address register. The register may be read more 
than once. When data is written to this register, the addressed ARC bytes 
are changed.

1 Unlike data transferred in master mode, data transferred via this 
ARC interface is always little endian.

ARC Enable (ARC_Ena 28h)

Table 42 shows the ARC enable register format. 

Hardware reset to value 00_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

The ARC enable register indicates which entries are valid, in direct 
compare mode. Up to 21 entries, numbered 0 through 20, may be active, 
depending on the ARC size. If the ARC is smaller than 21 entries, the 
higher bits are ignored.

f For more information on the ARC memory map, including three double-
words for support of the flow control pause operation, see “ARC 
Operation” on page 110.

PROM Control (PROM_Ctl 2Ch)

The PROM control register provides control and status information and 
buffering for the PROM controller, which controls the reading and writing 
of an optional external EEPROM or small serial ROM device.

Table 42. ARC Enable Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

20:0 Addr Address ARC entry, one bit per entry.

31:20 – – Reserved.
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Table 43 shows the PROM control register format. 

Software reset to value 0000h.

Before attempting to access the EEPROM/ROM memory, software 
should read the PROM_Ctl register to ensure that the busy bit is not set.

PROM Data (PROM_Data 30h)

Table 44 shows the PROM data register format. 

Software reset to value 0000h.

The PROM data registers provides the 16 bits of data written to or read 
from PROM. The current implementation supports the following devices:

■ MicroChip 93LC46B
■ National NM93C46

Software drivers are responsible for reading the station address, storing it 
in the ARC memory, and enabling ARC operation, as part of driver 
initialization.

Table 43. PROM Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

5:0 PROM_Addr Address Allows addressing of up to 64 16-bit entries.

12:6 – – Reserved.

14:13 Opcode Operation 
code

1 0 = Read.
0 1 = Write.
0 0 = Enable or Disable Writing, as specified in PROM_Addr:
Prom_Addr[5:4] = 11, Enable Writing
Prom_Addr[5:4] = 00, Disable Writing
1 1 = Erase.

15 Busy Busy bit Set to begin operation. Is cleared by the serial driver when the 
operation is complete.

Table 44. PROM Data Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

15:0 PROM_Data PROM data PROM data.
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Missed Error Count (Miss_Cnt 3Ch)

Table 45 shows the missed error count register format. 

Hardware reset to value 0000_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

The missed error count register provides a count of packets discarded due 
to various types of conditions. Together with status information for 
packets transmitted and received, this counter provides the information 
needed for management statistics.

The missed error counter rolling over from 7FFFh to 8000h sets the 
Missed Roll bit in the MAC control register. It also generates an 
interrupt if the Enable Missed Roll bit is set.

If station management software wants more frequent notification, the 
missed error count register can be set to a value closer to the roll over 
value of 7FFFh. For example, setting a register to 7F00h would provide for 
an interrupt after counting 256 occurrences.

Table 45. Missed Error Count Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

15:0 Miss_Cnt Missed Error Count The number of valid packets which are rejected by the MAC unit 
because the MAC receive FIFO buffer overflows, a parity error 
occurs, or the receive enable bit (RxEn) is cleared. This count 
excludes packets the ARC rejects.

31:16 – – Reserved.
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Flow Control & Status Registers (PauseCnt 40h & RemPauCnt 
44h)

Counters for flow control pause operation are included in the core. For 
software compatibility with AHB to MII core, a register address is 
reserved for reporting the status of sending a pause command. See Table 
46. 

Software reset to value 0000_0000h.

The pause count register provides the current value of the received pause 
counter. A value of 0 indicates the MAC is not paused. The remote pause 
count register provides an approximate current value of the remote pause 
counter, based on when a pause command was sent.

For both counters each unit is one slot time, or 512 bit times.

Table 46. Flow Control & Status Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

15:0 pauseCnt Received pause count Count of time slots that transmitter is being paused, as the 
result of receiving a MAC control pause operation packet.

15:0 RemPauCnt Remote pause count Count of time slots that remote MAC is being paused, as the 
result of sending a pause operation packet.

31:16 – – Reserved.
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DMA Control & 
Status 
Registers

There are three queues which are jointly managed by the DMA engine and 
the system software: the transmit queue, the receive queue, and the free 
buffer list. The transmit queue is a list of frame descriptors that are ready 
for transmission. The receive queue is a list of frame descriptors that have 
been received and are ready for processing by the system software. The 
buffer list is a list of buffer descriptors, which describes areas of system 
memory that can be used to store received data. The free descriptor area 
(FDA) is the memory area where the core writes the frame descriptors and 
buffer descriptors for the receive queue.

DMA Control (DMA_Ctl) 100h

Table 47 shows the DMA control register format.

Table 47. DMA Control Register Format (Part 1 of 2)

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Name Description

1:0 – – – Reserved.

8:2 DmBurst R/W DMA burst size Data bursts size requested in master mode. 
The DmBurst bit controls the size of data 
transfers requested across the system bus 
when in master mode. It is a nine-bit register, 
with the two low-order bits forced to zero, i.e., 
values must be a multiple of four. The default 
value after hardware reset is 32 bytes (8 
double words). This can be modified by the 
software drivers. DmBurst cannot be set to 
zero—an attempt to write a zero is ignored. 
Generally, the DmBurst bit should indicate a 
multiple of the system cache line size. Care 
must be used with burst sizes of 4, 8, and 12 
in 100-Mbps full-duplex mode. (1)

13:9 – – – Reserved.

14 TxBigE R/W Transmit big endian If set, the core treats all transmit data as big 
endian. (2)

15 RxBigE R/W Receive big endian If set, the core treats all receive data as big 
endian. (2)

16 TxWakeUp R/W* Transmit wake up When set, the core aborts the current polling 
cycle and begins transmission. TxWakeUp is 
self clearing. Write 0 has no effect.

17 SWIntReq R/W Software interrupt 
request

When set, SWIntReq causes an interrupt to 
be signalled. SWIntReq is provided as a 
service for software drivers.
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Notes:
(1) The low order byte (20h) indicates a DmBurst default of 32 bytes (8 double words).
(2) The TxBigE and RxBigE big endian bits support the transmission and reception of data that has been ordered for 

a big endian machine. Only data (bytes in the areas pointed to by the buffer descriptors) are affected. Control 
information, which includes registers, frame descriptors, and buffer descriptors, are always in native system bus, 
or little endian format.

The DMA control register controls the transfer of data in master mode 
(burst size, and big endian byte ordering). The DMA control register also 
controls a number of other DMA functions, such as transmit, and software 
interrupt.

18 IntMask R/W Interrupt mask When set, IntMask causes interrupt signals 
to be disabled. IntMask disables all 
interrupt sources, so software drivers can re-
enable interrupts while processing the cause 
of the interrupt.

21:19 – – – Reserved.

23:22 RxAlign R/W Receive alignment Controls the alignment of the received 
packets as follows:
00 = default, no bytes are skipped, i.e., 
double word alignment
01 = skip the first byte in the first buffer
10 = skip the first two bytes in the first buffer
11 = skip the first three bytes in the first 
buffer.

25:24 – – – Reserved.

26 AHBBigEndian RO AHB big endian Indicates the status of the input signal.

28:27 AHBClkDiv[1:0] RO AHB clock divide rate Indicates the input signal as follows:
00 = 16 MHz
01 = 33 MHz
10 = 66 MHz
11 = 100 MHz.

31:29 – – – Reserved.

Table 47. DMA Control Register Format (Part 2 of 2)

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Name Description
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Transmit Frame Pointer (TxFrmPtr) 104h

Table 48 shows the transmit frame pointer register format.

Software reset to value 0000_0001h.

The transmit frame pointer register contains the address of the first frame 
descriptor to transmit. After a software reset, the EOL bit is set. The system 
must set this register to a properly initialized frame descriptor to enable 
transmission, or polling for packets to transmit. A valid address must be 
aligned to a 16 byte boundary, i.e., bits 0 to 3 must be zero.

f For a description of how polling is controlled, see “Transmit Polling 
Control Register (TxPollCtr) 30Ch” on page 74.

Table 48. Transmit Frame Pointer Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 EOL End of list If EOL set, the core cannot use the address and must wait for the system 
to clear.

3:1 – –

31:4 Address   
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Transmit Threshold Control (TxThrsh) 308h

Table 49 shows the transmit threshold control register format.

TxThold is held in internal RAM, so hardware and software reset have no 
effect.

Transmit Polling Control Register (TxPollCtr) 30Ch

Table 52 shows the transmit polling control register format.

Table 49. Transmit Threshold Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

10:0 TxThold Transmit threshold TxThold controls the buffer latency for transmitting packets. If 
the threshold value is non-zero, data transfer to the MAC  
begins as soon as the DMA transmit FIFO buffer contains this 
number of bytes, or as soon as a complete packet is in the FIFO 
buffer. If the threshold value is zero, data transfer to the MAC 
starts immediately. The software drivers must initialize this 
register.

Setting the threshold value too low can cause the DMA transmit 
FIFO buffer to run dry, due to system bus latency. If this occurs, 
as indicated by the MAC transmit status, system software 
should increase the TxThold value.

Setting the threshold value greater than 1620, in long packet 
mode, can cause the buffer memory to fill without enabling 
transmission, which causes the transmitter to hang.

31:10 – – Reserved.

Table 50. Transmit Polling Control Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

11:0 TxPollCtr Transmit polling counter TxPollCtr controls the frequency with which the core 
polls for packets to transmit. If the value is zero, polling 
is not performed; otherwise, an internal counter is set to 
this value, and decrements to zero. When the register 
reaches zero, a read is done to see if a new transmit 
packet has arrived. With a 33-MHz clock, each unit in the 
polling counter is equivalent to 61.44 micro-seconds. 
The software drivers must initialize this register. 

31:11 – – Reserved.
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TxPollCtr is held in internal RAM, so hardware and software reset have 
no effect.

Buffer List Frame Pointer (BLFrmPtr) 110h

Table 51 shows the bullet list frame pointer register format.

Software reset to the value 0000_0001h.

The buffer list frame pointer contains the address of the first frame 
descriptor to read for acquiring free buffer descriptors. The system must 
set this register to a properly initialized frame descriptor to enable 
reception. A valid address must be aligned to a 16 byte boundary, i.e. bits 
0 to 3 must be zero.

Receive Fragment Size Register (RxFragSize) 114h

Table 52 shows the receive fragment size register format.

Hardware reset to the value 0000_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

Table 51. Bullet List Frame Pointer Register Format 

Data 
Bit

Mnemonic Name Description

0 EOL End of list If EOL is set, the core cannot use Address and must wait for the system 
to clear.

3:1 – – Must be 0.

31:4 Address  Address Address aligned to 16 byte boundary.

Table 52. Receive Fragment Size Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

1:0 – – Reserved.

11:2 MinFrag Minimum Fragment Minimum number of bytes to write into a partially filled buffer.

14:12 – – Reserved.

15 EnPack Enable Packing When 1, use MinFrag value to pack the buffers.
When 0, use FDCtl to control the packing (default).

31:16 – – Reserved.
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The receive fragment size register specifies the smallest data fragment that 
the core generates. The size must be a multiple of four, i.e. the two low 
order bits are always zero. Packing can be enabled globally, using the 
EnPack bit, or on a per buffer area basis, see “Frame Descriptor Control 
(FDCtl)” on page 121

The core always begins storing received data on a four-byte-aligned 
address. There may be one to three unused bytes at the end of a frame, due 
to alignment.

When packing is enabled, the MinFrag bit must be greater than zero for 
the core to work. Software drivers must set MinFrag and the EnPack bit 
if packing is desired.

Interrupt Enable Register (Int_En) 118h

Table 53 shows the interrupt enable register format. 

Hardware reset to value 0000_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

Table 53. Interrupt Enable Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 FDAExEn Free descriptor area 
exhausted enable

Enables an interrupt if the free descriptor area becomes 
exhausted, i.e. if the core encounters a block in the FDA 
that is still owned by the system.

1 BLExEn Buffer list exhausted 
enable

Enables an interrupt if the buffer list becomes exhausted, 
i.e. if the core encounters a descriptor in the buffer list 
that is still owned by the system.

2 ahb_signalled

_error_enable

Signalled AHB error 
enable

Enables an interrupt if the core signals an AHB error 
while acting as a target.

3 ahb_received_

error_enable

Received AHB error 
enable

Enables an interrupt if the core receives an AHB error 
while acting as bus master.

6:4 – – Reserved.

7 EarNotEn Early notify enable Enables an interrupt after writing the first buffer and 
buffer descriptor of a packet.

8 – – Reserved.

9 DParErrEn Detected parity error 
enable

Enable an interrupt if the controller detects a parity error 
on a system bus data transfer during a master access.

10 TxCltCmpEn Transmit control 
complete enable

Enables an interrupt when the transmission of a MAC 
control packet is complete.

11 NRAbtEn Non-recoverable abort 
enable

Enables an interrupt when there is an internal non-
recoverable abort condition.

31:12 – – Reserved.
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The interrupt enable register controls the generation of interrupts in 
response to errors and other conditions detected by the DMA engine.

The EarNotEn bit supports applications that want to minimize latency. 
The frame descriptor is not valid when the EarNotEn bit is processed. 
Only the first buffer descriptor is valid when this interrupt is signalled.

Free Descriptor Area (FDA) Registers (FDA_Bas) 11Ch & 
(FDA_Lim) 120h

Table 54 shows the free descriptor area register format.

Hardware reset to value 0000_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

The free descriptor area base register contains the starting address of the 
area reserved for the core to write frame and buffer descriptors for 
received packets. 

Table 54 shows the free descriptor area limit register format.

Hardware reset to value 0000_0000h. Software reset has no effect.

The low 16 bits can be viewed as a byte offset from the base. 

Each 16-byte block holds one frame descriptor, or two eight-byte buffer 
descriptors. So the maximum size of a single descriptor area is 4095 ×16 
bytes.

Table 54. Free Descriptor Area Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

3:0 – – 0

31:4 Address  Address The address must be a multiple of 16 bytes, i.e., bits 0, 1, 
2, and 3 are zero.

Table 55. Free Descriptor Area Limit Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

3:0 – – 0

15:4 Count/Offset  The count of the number of 16-byte blocks in the receive descriptor 
area.

31:16 – – Reserved.
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1 The FDA_Lim register must point to the lowest offset in the FDA 
where a new frame descriptor can be safely begun. Enough space 
must be allowed for a maximum size packet to have enough 
space for a maximum number of buffer descriptors.

Interrupt Source Register (Int_Src) 124h

Table 56 shows the interrupt source register format. 

Table 56. Interrupt Source Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 IntMacTx W1C An interrupt caused by MAC transmit status, written to memory. (1)

1 IntMacRx W1C An interrupt caused by MAC receive status, written to memory. (1)

2 IntAHBBus RO An interrupt caused by the AHB error signal.

3 IntFDAEx W1C An interrupt caused because the free descriptor area is exhausted.

4 IntBLEx W1C An interrupt caused because the buffer list is exhausted.

5 SWInt RO An interrupt caused by a software interrupt request.

6 IntEarNot W1C An interrupt caused by early notify.

7 DmParErr RO An interrupt caused by DMA parity error. DmParErr is set and an 
interrupt is generated, only if the DParErrEn bit of the interrupt 
enable register is set.

8 IntExBD W1C An interrupt caused by excessive (more than 28) buffer descriptors. 
Set if a single frame descriptor requires more than 28 buffer 
descriptors.

9 IntTxCtlCmp W1C An interrupt caused by MAC control packet completion.

10 IntNRAbt RO An interrupt caused by a non-recoverable abort state.

11 FDAExHalt W1C Free descriptor area exhausted halt.

12 BLExHalt W1C Set if a buffer list exhausted condition is generated. 

13 DmParEnStat W1C Set if a DMA parity error occurs.

14 NRAbt W1C Set if a non-recoverable abort occurs.

15 IntLink RO Interrupt caused by a change in the LnkChg bit of the MAC_Ctl 
register.

16 IntExDefer W1C Set if excessive deferral is detected and the EnExDefer bit in the 
Tx_Ctl register is set.

18:17 – – Reserved.

19 ahb_received_

error

W1C Set if the core receives an AHB error.

20 ahb_signalled

_error

W1C Set if the core signals an AHB error.

31:21 – – Reserved.
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Note:
(1) Software drivers should clear the IntMACTx or IntMACRx bits before processing as many transmit and receive 

completed frames as possible. Software should be written to anticipate that there may be zero completed frames for 
an interrupt, because the frame causing the interrupt was processed as part of the previous interrupt.

Software reset to value 0000_0000h.

The interrupt source register is read by system software, to see if there is 
an interrupt associated with the core. In addition, the register provides 
status bits for some conditions that are not reported elsewhere. If bits 15 
and 10 through 0 are all zeroes, the core did not generate an interrupt. If 
an interrupt is associated with the core, all further interrupts from the core 
can be masked with the IntMask bit of the DMA control register. 
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RMON Control 
& Status 
Registers

The following RMON registers are logical extensions of the MAC control 
and status registers, and are supported in the optional RMON block.

Count Data (CntData)

Table 57 shows the RMON—count data register format. 

Contains the value of a count register read by a read or read and clear 
operation. Contains the value to be written before a write operation.

Software reset to value 0000_0000h.

Count Access

Table 58 shows the RMON—count access register format. 

Software reset to value 0000_0000h.

Table 57. RMON—Count Data Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

31:0 CntData Count data Count data.

Table 58. RMON—Count Access Register Format 

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

7:0 Address Memory address of counter register Address ranges are: 
00 to 1F, transmit counters
20 to 3F, receive counters.

10:8 Op RMON operation 000 = idle.
001 = write.
010 = read.
011 = read and clear.
100 = bank swap operation.
101 = reserved.
110 = reserved.
111 = reserved.

11 Bank Inactive bank 0 = bank 0 is active, bank 1 is available.
1 = bank 1 is active, bank 0 is available.

12 Bsy Bank swap busy 0 = bank swap completed.
1 = bank swap operation in progress.

31:13 – – Reserved.
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The CntAcc register contains the address, opcode and control bits for 
read, read with clear, and write operations to the RMON memory area. 
Individual RMON counter registers are documented, see “RMON” on 
page 125.
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Operation
This sections describes the following core functional blocks and their 
operation.

■ MII
■ DII
■ Flow control
■ MAC command and status registers
■ MAC transmit and receive
■ DMA
■ RMON

Figures 9 and 10 show the major functional blocks of the 10/100 Ethernet 
MAC MegaCore function. Figure 9 is common to cores with the DII to MII 
and AHB to MII interfaces. Figure 10 applies to AHB to MII interfaces 
only. The MAC FIFO buffer blocks use dual-ported memories, with 
different clocks for the read and write ports.
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Figure 9. Functional Blocks
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Figure 10. Functional Blocks (AHB to MII)
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MII The MII is the IEEE 802.3 standard interface between the PHY-layer and 
the transmit and receive blocks, and is suitable for connector applications.

The transmit and receive blocks operate using the MII, which was 
developed by the IEEE 802.3 Task Force on 100 Mbps ethernet. This 
interface has the following characteristics:

■ Media independent
■ Multi-vendor point of interoperability
■ Supports connection of MAC- and PHY-layer devices
■ Capable of supporting both 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps data rates
■ Data and delimiters are synchronous to clock references
■ Provides independent four-bit wide transmit and receive data paths
■ Uses TTL signal levels, compatible with common digital CMOS ASIC 

processes
■ Supports connection of PHY layer devices
■ Provides a simple management interface
■ Can drive a limited length of shielded cable

The PHY-layer performs all of the decoding on the incoming and 
outgoing data. The manner of decoding (Manchester for 10BASE-T, 4B/5B 
for 100BASE-X, or 8B/6T for 100BASE-T4) does not affect the MII. The MII 
provides the raw data, which it receives, that starts with the preamble and 
ends with the FCS. The MII expects raw data for transmission that starts 
with the preamble and ends with the FCS. The MAC layer also generates 
jam data and transmits it to the PHY device.

f For the MII signals, see “MII Signals” on page 47. For MII timing 
information, see “Timing Diagrams for MII Transactions” on page 134.

Non-MII Control Signals

The non-MII controls can be used when a connector is not needed and can 
provide for direct monitoring of link status, speed setting, and full or half-
duplex.

The IEEE 802.3u Standard for 100 Mbps Operation features a standard way 
for PHY devices to perform auto-negotiation. 

The non-MII control signals provide an optional way to connect the core 
and PHY devices.
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DII As a synchronous interface with bus handshaking, the DII interface allows 
bus interface changes without affecting the MAC layer. The DII operates 
as follows: 

1. Two eight-bit buses transfer data with optional parity checking. 

2. The system interface initiates data transfers. 

3. The MAC-layer controller responds with a ready signal to accept 
data for transmission, or to deliver data which has been received. 

4. An end-of-frame signal indicates the boundary between packets.

Flow Control 
Block

The flow control block recognizes MAC control packets and supports the 
pause operation for full-duplex links. The flow control block also supports 
generation of pause packets, and provides timers and counters for pause 
control. The flow control block provides the following functions:

■ Recognition of MAC control frames received by the receive block
■ Transmission of MAC control frames, even if transmitter is paused
■ Timers and counters for pause operation
■ Control and status register interface
■ Options for passing MAC control frames to software drivers

The receive logic, in the flow control block, goes through the following 
five checks, when recognizing and processing a data frame: 

1. The length/type field must have the special value specified for MAC 
control frames.

2. The destination address must be recognized by the ARC. 

3. The frame length must be 64 bytes, including FCS. 

4. The FCS must be correct.

5. The frame must contain a valid pause opcode and operation.

If the length/type field does not have the special value specified for MAC 
control frames, the MAC takes no action, and the packet is treated as a 
normal packet. If the ARC does not recognize the destination address, the 
MAC rejects the packet. If the packet length is not 64 bytes, including FCS, 
the MAC does not perform the operation. The packet is marked as a MAC 
control packet, and passed forward to the software drivers, if pass 
through is enabled.
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A control bit in the transmit status register can be set to generate a full-
duplex pause operation or other MAC control function, even if the 
transmitter itself is paused.

There are two timers and corresponding control and status registers that 
are used during pause operation. One timer and register are used when a 
received packet causes the transmitter to be paused. The other is used to 
approximate the pause status of the other end of the link, after the 
transmitter sends a pause command.

The control and status registers interface provides control and status bits 
within the transmit and receive control registers and status registers. 
These allow the initialization of sending a MAC control frame, enabling 
and disabling MAC control functions, and reading of the flow control 
counters.

Control bits are provided for either processing MAC control frames 
entirely within the controller, or for passing MAC control frames on to the 
software drivers. This allows flow control to be enabled by default even 
on software drivers which are not otherwise ‘flow control aware’.

MAC Command 
& Status 
Registers

The command and status registers control programmable options, which 
includes the enabling or disabling of signals that notify the system when 
conditions occur. The status registers hold information for error handling 
software. The missed event error counter accumulates statistical 
information for network management software.
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MAC Transmit 
& Receive 
Blocks

This section gives detailed information about the following aspects of the 
MAC transmit and receive blocks:

■ MAC frame and packet formats
■ Initialization
■ Register access
■ Transmitting a frame
■ Receiving a frame
■ Full-duplex pause operation
■ ARC operation
■ Accessing station management 
■ Accessing an EEPROM or ROM

MAC Frame & Packet Formats

Figure 11 shows the format of an IEEE 802.3 ethernet packet or frame. 

Figure 11. Fields in Ethernet Packets & Frames
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Table 59 shows the fields in a standard packet.

Some PHY-devices may deliver a shorter or longer preamble. The 
preamble, SFD, pad data, and FCS are added by the transmitter. Padding 
can also be done in software. There is a transmit control bit to suppress 
FCS addition. The receive control register has bits to control checking and 
stripping the FCS. Stripping of pad data is the responsibility of the DMA 
engine or software drivers.

The MAC transmits the LSB of each byte first for all fields except the FCS. 
For the core, packet denotes all of the bytes transmitted and received; 
frame refers to your bytes for transmitting, and to who is receiving them.

Table 59. Standard Packet Fields

Field Name Bytes Description

Preamble 7 The bits in each byte are 10101010, transmitted from left to right. The 
preamble can be shortened during transmission, and is not required for 
reception.

SFD 1  The bits are 10101011, transmitted from left to right. Required for 
reception.

Destination address 6 Can be an individual or a multicast address. The ARC provides 
optional address filtering using the destination address.

Source address 6 MAC does not interpret the source address.

Length or type field 2 The high-order byte is transmitted first. The IEEE 802.3 standard 
specifies that values less than or equal to 1,500 are lengths and values 
greater than 1,535 are types. Length values indicate the number of 
logical link control (LLC) data bytes in the data field. The stand-alone 
MAC recognizes two special values: 8808h is for MAC control frames 
and 8100h for tagged VLAN frames.

LLC data 46 to 1,500 The LLC data is made up of two fields: User data and pad data.

User data 0 to 1,500

Pad data 0 to 46 If your data is less than 46 bytes long, the core has an option to 
generate pad bytes, which makes the LLC data field 46 bytes long.

Frame check 
sequence (FCS)

4 Also called the cyclic redundancy check (CRC). A value computed as 
a function of all fields except the preamble, the SFD, and the FCS.
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There are a number of factors and options that can affect this standard 
MAC frame:

■ Short-packet mode allows LLC data fields with less than 46 bytes. 
There are options to suppress padding and allow reception of short 
packets.

■ Long-packet mode allows LLC data fields with more than 1,500 bytes. 
There is an option to allow reception of long packets.

■ No-FCS mode suppresses the appending of an FCS field.
■ Ignore-FCS mode allows the reception of packets without valid FCS 

fields.

Destination Address Format

Bit 0 of the destination address is an address type designation bit. It 
identifies the address as either an individual or a group address. Group 
addresses are also called multicast addresses. Individual addresses are 
also called Unicast addresses. The broadcast address is a special group 
address, namely FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF in hex.

Bit 1 distinguishes between locally or globally administered addresses. 
For globally administered (or universal (U)) addresses, the bit is set to 0. 
If an address is to be assigned locally, this bit is set to 1. For the broadcast 
address, this bit is also a 1. Table 60 shows the destination address format.

Special Flow Control Destination Address

The IEEE 802.3 standard specifies a special destination address for use in 
the pause operation packets which implement full-duplex flow control: 
01-80-C2-00-00-01. For the MAC to receive packets that contain this 
special destination address, the address must be programmed into one of 
the ARC memory entries, the ARC memory entry must be enabled, and 
the ARC must be activated.

Some ARC memory entries are also used when generating a flow control 
packet via the Tx_Pause bit in the transmit control register.

Table 60. Destination Address Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 I/G Individual or group flag. 0 = individual address.
1 = group address.

1 U/L Universal or local flag. 0 = universal address.
1 = local address.

7:2 Rest Rest of byte. Rest of first byte of destination address.
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Initialization

On power up and reset, the flow control and MAC control and status 
registers are set (see “This section describes the user-accessible core 
registers, which are grouped by the following functions:” on page 53).

Transmit collision count, ARC memory data, and EEPROM/ROM buffer 
registers are not set on power up or reset. The transmit collision count 
register is reset at the start of transmitting a new packet. The ARC memory 
should be initialized before enabling the use of the ARC circuit.

Register Access (DII to MII only)

Register access is synchronous with clk and can be as fast as one cycle for 
read and write accesses.

Register Read Operation

To read a MAC or flow control register, the csr_rd and the 
corresponding csr_addr must be asserted a setup time before the rising 
edge of the clk. The register data, csr_rdata, is valid on the rising edge 
of clk for which csr_done is asserted. 

To perform a read operation, assert csr_rd and csr_addr until the data 
is loaded by the processor, and csr_done is asserted. The register data 
stays valid one clock cycle after csr_rd is deasserted. Figure 12 shows a 
read operation with single and back-to-back read cycles.

Figure 12. Read Timing for Control and Status Registers (DII to MII only)
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Special Register Clear Operations

The missed-packet error count register is cleared on read. The transmit 
and receive status registers are cleared at the beginning of the next packet.

Register Write Operation

As in the read operation, the register write is also a synchronous 
operation. csr_wr and csr_addr are sampled at the rising edge of the 
clk. If asserted, the data on the csr_wdata lines is written to the register 
selected by the address lines, csr_addr. csr_be_n are used as byte 
enables, which must be asserted (low) for the data in that byte lane to be 
written. The csr_addr, csr_be_n, and csr_wdata lines must all be 
valid at set-up time, before the rising edge of the clk to ensure the proper 
write operation. csr_done is asserted for only one cycle. Figure 13 shows 
a write operation.

Figure 13. Write Timing for Control and Status Registers
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■ Transmit FIFO buffer and controllers
■ Preamble and jam generators
■ Pad generator
■ Parallel FCS generator 
■ Threshold logic and counters
■ Back-off and retransmit timers
■ Transmit state machine
■ Flow control send pause

Figure 14 shows the functional blocks of the transmit block.

Figure 14. MAC Transmit Block
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After the system interface sets the transmit-enable bit in the control 
register, the transmit DII state machine requests data from the DII. The 
system controller fetches data from the system memory. The FIFO buffer 
controller stores data in the transmit FIFO buffer until the threshold for 
transmit data is satisfied. The FIFO buffer controller passes a handshaking 
signal to the transmit state machine, indicating that sufficient data is in the 
FIFO buffer to start the transmit operation. The FIFO buffer controller 
passes on to the DII requests for more data when the FIFO buffer is not 
full. The transmit state machine continues transmitting data until it 
detects the end-of-frame signal, which indicates the last byte. It then 
appends the calculated FCS to the end of the data, unless the FCS truncate 
bit in the transmit control register is set. Then the packet transmit bit in the 
status register is set, which can cause an interrupt if enabled.

The FIFO buffer counters in this block (write counter) and the transmit 
FIFO buffer counter of the transmit state machine (read counter) 
coordinate their functions based on each other’s count, but they are on 
different clock domains.

The FIFO buffer controller stores parity with the data in the FIFO buffer. 
It checks the parity and potentially halts transmission after reading the 
data out of the FIFO buffer and sending it for the FCS calculation. If a 
parity error occurs, the FIFO buffer controller sets an error status bit, 
which can cause an interrupt if enabled.

Preamble and Jam Generator

As soon as the transmit enable bit in the control register is set and there 
are eight bytes of data in the FIFO buffer, the transmit state machine starts 
transmitting by asserting the mii_txen signal and transmitting the 
preamble and the SFD. If there is a collision, it transmits 32 bits of all 1s 
after the preamble as a jam pattern.

PAD Generator

If a short data packet is transmitted, the MAC usually generates pad bytes 
to extend the packet to a minimum of 64 bytes. The pad bytes have bits of 
all 0s. There is a control bit to suppress the generation of pad bytes.
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Parallel FCS Generator

The FCS generation of the outgoing data starts from the destination 
address and continues through the data field. FCS generation can be 
suppressed, by setting a bit in the transmit control register. Suppressing 
FCSFCS generation is primarily useful in testing, e.g., to force the 
transmission of a bad FCS and test error detection in the receiver, and it 
can also be useful in certain bridge or switch applications, where end-to-
end FCS checking is desired.

Threshold Logic and Counters

The transmit state machine uses a counter and logic to control the 
threshold of when transmission can begin. The MAC waits until eight 
bytes have been placed in the transmit FIFO buffer before attempting to 
initiate transmission. This provides the DMA engine some latency 
without causing underflow during transmission.

The DMA engine can alter the hard-wired eight-byte threshold by using 
dii_thalt. If dii_thalt is asserted low, no DMA threshold control is 
used, and the eight-byte threshold is used. Transmission begins after eight 
bytes are received in the MAC transmit FIFO buffer. 

If dii_thalt is asserted high while data is being transferred to the MAC 
transmit FIFO buffer, there is no effect on the current packet. The MAC 
only considers dii_thalt at the beginning of a packet. The MAC does 
not begin transmitting until dii_thalt is driven low. If dii_thalt is 
asserted high between packets, the following packet is still sent, then the 
transmission stops.

1 Even though the MAC transmit FIFO buffer is 80 bytes deep, 
only 79 bytes are accepted before the FIFO buffer control logic 
drives dii_trdy low. The DMA engine must not expect to write 
80 bytes into the FIFO buffer, before deasserting dii_thalt.

Back-Off and Retransmit Timers

When a collision is detected on the network, the transmitter block stops 
the transmission and transmits a jamming pattern to ensure that all the 
nodes detect the collision. After this, the transmitter waits for a minimum 
of 96 bit times and then retransmits the data. After 16 attempts, the 
transmit state machine sets an error bit and generates an interrupt, if 
enabled, to signify the failure to transmit a packet due to excessive 
collisions. It flushes the FIFO buffer, and the MAC is ready for the next 
packet.
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Transmit Data Parity Checker

Data in the FIFO buffer is even-parity protected. When data is read for 
transmission, the transmit state machine checks the parity and if there is 
an error, it performs the following:

■ Stops transmission
■ Sets the parity error bit in the transmit status register
■ Generates an interrupt if enabled

Transmit State Machine

This is the central control logic for the transmit block. It controls the 
passing of signals, the timers, and the posting of errors in the status 
registers.

Transmit Block Operation

To transmit a frame, the transmit enable bit in the transmit control register 
must be set and the transmit halt request bit must be zero. In addition, the 
halt immediate and halt request bits in the MAC control register 
must be zero. These conditions are normally set after any DMA controller 
initialization has occurred. The system then uses the dii_twr_n and 
dii_teof signals to transfer bytes to the transmit data buffer.

The transmit state machine starts transmitting the data in the FIFO buffer, 
and retains the first 64 bytes until after this station has acquired the net. At 
that time, the transmit block requests more data and transmit it until the 
system asserts the dii_teof input, signaling the end of data to be 
transmitted. The transmit block appends the calculated FCS to the end of 
the packet, and transmission ends. It sets transmit status register bit 0, 
signaling a successful transmission, which in turn can cause an interrupt.

The transmit operation can be divided into two operations, the MII 
interface and the DII interface.

The DII Transmit Operation

The DII transmit operation is a simple FIFO buffer mechanism. The DMA 
engine stores data to be transmitted, and the transmit state machine 
empties it when the MAC successfully acquires the net. Two time 
domains intersect at the FIFO buffer controller. The writing and reading 
of data is asynchronous and on different clocks. Reading is driven by 
either a 25 MHz or 2.5 MHz transmit clock. Writing is driven by the 
synchronous clk, which is asynchronous to mii_txclk.
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After reset, the transmit FIFO buffer is empty, the transmit block asserts 
the dii_trdy signal, and transmission is disabled. To enable 
transmission, the system must set the transmit enable bit in the transmit 
control register. Also, there must be eight bytes of data in the transmit 
FIFO buffer. The DMA engine can start placing data into the FIFO buffer, 
and then enable the transmit bit, or vice versa. The transmit operation 
only starts if both of these conditions are met.

When the transmit block asserts the dii_trdy signal, the DMA engine 
can write data into the transmit FIFO buffer by asserting the dii_twr_n 
signal. Figures 15 and 16 show timing sequences for back-to-back 
transfers or transfers with wait states. This is a synchronous interface, and 
data is latched in at the rising edge of the clk when dii_twr_n is 
asserted. For slower interfaces the rising edge of dii_twr_n can be 
delayed. This is the equivalent of asserting wait states in a synchronous 
operation. The transmit FIFO buffer machine checks the dii_tpar and 
the dii_teof bits. If there is a parity error, the transmit block aborts the 
transmission, resets the FIFO buffer, and generates an interrupt by setting 
the TxPar bit in the transmit status register. dii_teof signals the end of 
one frame to be transmitted. dii_teof should continue to be driven high 
after the last byte has been transferred to the MAC until dii_tdone is 
asserted.

Figure 15. DII Transmit—Start of Frame

Notes:
(1) dii_trdy is high, which indicates that the transmit FIFO buffer is not full and is ready to accept data.
(2) dii_twr_n is asserted. Data is written to the transmit FIFO buffer, however dii_tpar must be valid.
(3) dii_trdy is deasserted, which indicates that the transmit FIFO buffer is full.  Data may not be written. 
(4) You can deassert dii_twr_n, if dii_tdata is ready, but it is not be accepted until dii_trdy is asserted.
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Figure 16. DII Transmit—End of Frame

Notes:
(1) dii_trdy is high, dii_twr_n is low; frame data is written to the FIFO buffer.
(2) The last byte of the frame is reached, dii_teof may be asserted here.
(3) Alternatively, dii_teof may be asserted after the last byte has been written.
(4) dii_teof must be held asserted until dii_tdone is asserted. dii_tstat, dii_tbcount are valid and should 

be sampled at this point. dii_tbcount increments as data is transmitted on the MII.  It is guaranteed to be stable 
only at this point.

The MII Transmit Operation

The transmit block comprises three state machines. The gap state machine 
tracks and counts the inter-packet gap timing between the frames. In non 
full-duplex mode, it counts 96-bit times from the deassertion of the 
mii_rxcrs signal. If there is any traffic within the first 64-bit times the 
gap_ok state machine resets and starts counting from zero. If there is any 
traffic in the last 1/3 of the inter packet gap, then it continues counting and 
sends a gap_ok signal to the main transmit state machine. Once a packet 
has been transmitted successfully, gap_ok is sent out at the end of the 
next 96 bit times, regardless of the network traffic. In full-duplex mode, 
the state machine starts counting at the end of transmission and gap_ok is 
sent at the end of the 96-bit times regardless of the network traffic.

The back-off state machine implements the back-off and retry algorithm 
of the IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD. Upon the detection of a collision, the main 
state machine starts the back-off state machine counters and waits for the 
end of the back-off time (including zero), which is a multiple of 512 bit 
times, before retransmitting the collision-causing packet again. Each time 
there is a collision (for one single packet), the back-off state machine 
increments an internal attempt counter. An 11-bit pseudo random 
number generator outputs a random number by selecting a subset of the 
value of the generator at any time. The subset grows by one bit for each 
subsequent attempt, implementing the following equation:
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 0 ≤ r < 2 k 

k = min(n, 10)

where r is the number of slot times that the MAC has to wait in case of a 
collision, and n is the number of attempts. 

For example, after the first collision, n is 1 and r is a random number 
between 0 and 1. The pseudo random generator in this case is one-bit wide 
and gives a random number of either 0 or 1. After the second attempt, r is 
a random number between 0 and 3; so the state machine looks at the two 
least significant bits of the random generator (n = 2) which gives a value 
between 0 and 3.

To improve the statistical independence between two cores using the 
same pseudo-random number generator, the MAC uses values from the 
FCS of previous successfully transmitted packets to modify the basic 
random number sequence.

The main transmit state machine implements the rest of the MAC layer 
protocols. If there is data to be transferred, the inter-packet gap is OK, and 
the MII is ready (there are no collisions and if not in duplex mode there is 
no carrier sense (CRS)), the transmit block transmits the preamble 
followed by the SFD. After the transmission of the SFD and the preamble, 
it transmits 64 bytes of the data regardless of the packet length, unless 
short transmission is enabled. This means that if the packet is less than 64 
bytes, it pads the LLC data field with zeroes, and then appends the FCS to 
the end of the packet, if FCS generation is enabled. If there is any collision 
during this first 64 bytes (8 bytes of preamble and SFD and 56 bytes of the 
frame), it stops the transmission and transmits a jam pattern (32 bits of all 
ones). It increments the collision attempt count, returns control to the 
back-off state machine, and retransmits the packet when the back-off time 
has elapsed and the gap time is OK. Figure 17 shows transmission without 
collision.
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Figure 17. Transmission Without Collision

If there are no collisions, the transmit block transmits the rest of the 
packet. At this time (after the first 60 bytes have been transmitted without 
collisions), it allows the DMA engine to overwrite this packet. After 
transmitting the first 64 bytes, the transmit block transmits the rest of the 
packet and appends the FCS to the end. Parity errors, FIFO buffer errors, 
or more than 16 collisions cause the state machine to abort the packet (no 
retry) and queue up the next packet. 

In case of any transmission errors, the transmit block sets the appropriate 
error bit in the transmit status register. It can also generate an interrupt, 
depending on the enable bits in the transmit control register. Figure 18 
shows transmission with collision.

Figure 18. Transmission With Collision in Preamble

Receiving a Frame

The MAC receive block accepts incoming data from the MII and stores it 
in the receive FIFO buffer. The receive block has logic for computing and 
checking the FCS value, and checking minimum and maximum packet 
lengths. The receive block also has an ARC, which provides for address 
lookup and acceptance or rejection of packets based on their destination 
address.

The receive block is responsible for receiving data. It complies with the 
IEEE 802.3 Standard for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMA/CD) protocol. 
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After receiving a packet, the receive block checks for a number of error 
conditions: FCS error, alignment error, and length errors. Several of the 
error conditions can be disabled by setting bits in the control registers. 
Depending upon the ARC status, the destination address, and signals 
from an external CAM, the receive block may reject an otherwise 
acceptable packet. 

The receive block comprises the following sections:

■ Receive FIFO buffer, FIFO buffer controller, and counters
■ Receive DII state machine
■ Threshold logic and counters
■ ARC
■ Parallel FCS checker
■ Receive state machine
■ MAC control and pause

Figure 19 shows the functional blocks of the receive block.

Figure 19. Stand-alone MAC Receive Block

Receive FIFO Buffer Controller 

The receive FIFO buffer accepts data one byte at a time, starting with the 
destination address. The FIFO buffer then updates the counter with the 
number of bytes received. As the FIFO buffer stores the data, the ARC 
block checks the destination address against its stored addresses. 
Independent of whether the ARC accepts or rejects the packet, the FIFO 
buffer presents all bytes to the system interface.
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ARC and External CAM

The ARC provides direct-compare address recognition. The ARC 
compares the destination address of the received packet to pre-stored 
addresses. When it finds a match, the receive state machine continues to 
receive the packet. The ARC memory is organized to hold six-byte 
address entries. The standard ARC memory size for the stand-alone MAC 
is 22 entries. The size of the ARC memory can be changed for custom 
applications. The ARC provides two interface signals for an external CAM 
to support applications, such as routers or bridges, which require more 
addresses. The cam_load signal marks the start of the address byte in the 
received data to the external CAM. It is equivalent to mii_rxclk for the 
SFD delayed two clock ticks. The cam_hit_n signal indicates that the 
external CAM matched this address. The ARC therefore ORs the two 
match signals and passes the result as an input to the receive state 
machine.

1 ARC RAM is not included with the core.

If a packet is rejected by the ARC, the receive block terminates the packet 
using the dii_rtoss signal. However, all received data bytes are 
presented to the DII interface, allowing the DMA engine to decide how to 
toss the packet.

Because of the great variation in external CAM interfaces, an auxiliary 
circuit is required to monitor the MII, extract the destination address, and 
present it to the external CAM part.

Parallel FCS Checker

The receive block computes a FCS across the data and the transmitted FCS 
and checks that the resulting syndrome is valid. A parallel FCS checking 
scheme is used to handle data arriving at 100 Mbps. The receive and 
transmit blocks have independent FCS circuits to support full-duplex 
operation.

Receive State Machine

In MII mode, the receive block receives data on the mii_rxd lines from 
the MII, synchronous to mii_rxclk at 25 MHz or 2.5 MHz. After 
detecting the preamble and SFD, it arranges data in byte configurations, 
and stores the result in the receive FIFO buffer one byte at a time. At the 
end of the reception, the receive block marks the packet received by 
setting the appropriate bits in the receive status register. Any error in 
reception resets the FIFO buffer, the state machine waits for the end of the 
current packet, and it remains idle waiting for the next preamble and SFD.
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Receive DII State Machine

The receive DII state machine indicates dii_rrdy to request emptying 
the receive FIFO buffer whenever there is data in the receive FIFO buffer. 
The last byte of the packet is indicated by asserting the dii_reof. When 
there is an ARC reject or runt packet received with short packet enable 
turned off, the dii_rtoss signal is asserted and the received packet 
should be discarded. 

Receive Block Operation

The receive block, when enabled, constantly monitors a data stream 
coming either from the MII or, if in loop back mode, from the transmit 
block. The MII supplies up to seven bytes of preamble, followed by the 
SFD. The receive block checks that the first nibbles received are preamble, 
and looks for SFD (10101011) in the first eight bytes. If the SFD does not 
appear by then, it treats the packet as a fragment and discards it.

The first nibble of destination address follows the SFD, least-significant 
bits first. When it has received a byte, the receive block generates parity, 
stores the byte with its parity in the receive FIFO buffer, and asserts 
dii_rrdy. It combines subsequent nibbles into bytes and stores them in 
the FIFO buffer. When the system asserts dii_rrd_n, the receive block 
reads the first byte from the FIFO buffer, checks parity, and drives the byte 
on dii_rdata. If the FIFO buffer is now empty, it drops dii_rrdy. 
When it drives out the last byte of a packet, it may assert dii_reof. 
Figures 20 to 22 show the timing sequence for transmitting bytes back-to-
back, transmitting with wait states, and transmitting the last byte. 
dii_reof may be asserted with the last byte of data BN, or it can come 
several cycles later. The conditions which cause dii_reof to be delayed 
include dribble from the PHY device and enabling of StripFCS mode of 
operation.
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Figure 20. DII Receive—Start of Frame

Notes:
(1) dii_rrdy is asserted, which indicates that the receive FIFO buffer has some data available.
(2) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.
(3) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.

Figure 21. DII Receive—Keep/Toss Window

Notes:
(1) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.
(2) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.
(3) dii_restat is asserted, which indicates that the ARC status is valid, and indicates that dii_rkeep and 

dii_rtoss have been updated.
(4) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.
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Figure 22. DII Receive—End of Frame

Notes:
(1) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer.
(2) dii_rrdy is asserted, dii_rrd_n is asserted, data is read from the receive FIFO buffer. 
(3) dii_reof is asserted, which indicates that the end of the frame has been reached.
(4) dii_rstat and dii_rbcount become valid, and remain valid until dii_rstatack is asserted
(5) dii_rstatack is asserted, which completes the transfer of the frame.

If, during frame reception, both mii_rxdv and mii_rxer are asserted, a 
FCS error is reported for the current packet. After receiving the last 
destination address nibble, if the ARC block rejects the packet, the receive 
block asserts the dii_rtoss signal. It is the responsibility of the DMA to 
continue accepting bytes and empty out the McRx FIFO buffer.

Error Signaling

The error/abnormal operation flags asserted by the MAC are arranged 
into transmit and receive groups and can be found in either transmit 
status register (Tx_stat) or receive status register (Rx_stat). In 
addition, there is a missed-packet error counter for system network 
management statistics.

Normally, software does not have enough direct control to examine the 
status registers directly, and the DMA engine provides the service of 
storing the values in system memory for software to examine, see 
“Registers” on page 53 for the locations of the flags.
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Reporting of Errors in Transmit

Transmit operation terminates when the entire packet (preamble, SFD, 
data, and FCS) has been successfully transmitted through MII without 
encountering a collision. In addition, the transmit block detects and 
reports both internal and network errors. 

Table 61 shows the conditions under which the operation is aborted (in 
most cases).

Table 61. Operation Aborted Conditions—Transmit 

Operation Condition

Transmit FIFO buffer underrun The 80 byte transmit FIFO buffer provides 16 bytes or 128-bit time for system 
latency (1.28 µs for 100 Mbps, 12.8 µs for 10 Mbps). An underrun transmit 
FIFO buffer during transmission indicates a system problem (the system 
cannot keep up with the demand of the MAC), and the transmission is aborted.

Lost CRS The CRS is monitored from the beginning of the SFD to the last byte 
transmitted. A Lost CRS indicates that CRS was never present or was dropped 
during transmission (a possible network problem), but the transmission is not 
aborted. 
During loopback mode, the MAC is disconnected from the network, and no 
CRS is not detected.

Excessive collision error Whenever the MAC encounters a collision during transmit, it backs off, updates 
the attempt counter, and retries again later. When the counter reaches the 
value of 16 (16 attempts all result in a collision), the transmission is aborted. It 
indicates a network problem.

Late collision error (transmit out 
of window collision)

Normally, the MAC would see a collision (if there is one) within the first 64 bytes 
of data being transmitted which includes the preamble and SFD. If in any case 
a collision comes in beyond this time frame a possible network problem is 
detected. 
The error is reported to the transmit state machine, and the transmission is 
aborted.

Excessive deferral error During the first attempt of sending a packet, the MAC may have to defer the 
transmission because of pre-occupied network. If the deferral time is longer 
than a certain amount (24K bit time) the transmission is aborted. 
The excessive deferral indicates a possible network problem.
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Reporting of Errors in Receive

The receive state machine starts putting received data from MII into the 
receive FIFO buffer after detecting the SFD, and it also checks the internal 
error (FIFO buffer overrun) during reception. At the end of reception, the 
receive state machine looks for external errors (alignment, length, FCS, 
and frame too long). Table 62 shows the conditions under which the 
operation is aborted. 

Full-Duplex Pause Operation

Transmit and remote pause operation are described.

Table 62. Operation Aborted Conditions—Receive

Operation Condition

Parity error A parity bit protects each byte in the MAC receive FIFO buffer. If a parity error occurs it 
is reported to the receive state machine.
A detected parity error sets the RxPar bit in the receive status register.

Frame alignment 
error (dribble)

At the end of reception, the receive block checks that the incoming packet (including FCS) 
has been correctly framed on an 8-bit boundary. If it is not and the FCS is invalid, data 
has been disrupted through the network, and the receive block reports a frame alignment 
error. A FCS error is also reported.

FCS error At the end of reception, the receive block checks the FCS for validity, and reports a FCS 
error if it is invalid.
FCS, frame alignment, and length errors are the network errors detected by the receive 
unit. The following combinations are possible:

– FCS error only
– Frame alignment and FCS errors only
– Length and FCS errors only
– Frame alignment, length, and FCS errors

Frame too long The receive block checks the length of the incoming packet at the end of reception 
(including FCS, but excluding preamble and SFD). If the length is longer than the 
maximum frame size of 1518 bytes, the receive block reports receiving a long packet, 
unless long frame mode is enabled.

Receive FIFO buffer 
overrun

During reception, the incoming data is put into the receive FIFO buffer temporarily before 
they are transferred to the system memory. If the FIFO buffer is filled up because of 
excessive system latency or other reasons, the receive block sets the overrun bit in the 
receive status register.

MII error The PHY device informs the MAC if it detects a medium error (such as coding violation) 
by asserting the input pin mii_rxer. When the MAC sees mii_rxer asserted, it sets 
FCSErr bit of the receive status register.
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Transmit Pause Operation

To enable full-duplex pause operation, the special multicast address for 
MAC control packets must be programmed into the ARC memory, and 
the corresponding ARC enable bit set. While this can be any ARC location, 
the next section specifies how some ARC locations may be preferred, to 
optimize ARC entry utilization. The MAC receive circuit recognizes the 
full-duplex pause operation when the following conditions are met:

■ The type/length field has the special value for MAC control packets, 
8808h.

■ The packet is recognized by the ARC.
■ The length of the packet is 64 bytes.
■ The operation field specifies pause operation.

When a full-duplex pause operation is recognized, the MAC receive 
circuit loads the operand value into the pause count register, and signals 
to the MAC and the external DMA engine that pause should begin at the 
end of the current packet, if any.

The pause circuit maintains the pause counter, and decrements it to zero, 
before signalling the end of the pause operation, and allowing the 
transmit circuit to resume.

If a second full-duplex pause operation is recognized while the first 
operation is in effect, the pause counter is reset with the current operand 
value. 

1 A value of 0 can cause pre-mature termination of a pause 
operation in progress.

Remote Pause Operation

The core supports full programmability of MAC control frames to support 
pause operation and future uses of MAC control.

To send a remote pause operation or other MAC control frame take the 
following steps:

■ Program ARC location #0 with the destination address.
■ Program ARC location #1 with the source address.
■ Program ARC location #20 with: the type/length field with the 

special MAC control type value, 8808h; pause operation code, 0001h; 
and operand value (duration of pause, 0000h to FFFFh).

■ Program the 2 bytes after ARC location #20 with 0000h.
■ Program the two double-word locations MC#1 and MC#2 with 

0000_0000h.
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When these steps have been taken, sending a remote pause can be 
accomplished in one bus operation—write the transmit control register, 
setting the Tx_Pause bit.

The destination address and source address are normally the special 
multicast address for MAC control frames and the local station address, 
respectively. These ARC entries can be enabled for use in address 
filtering. ARC entry #20 should not be enabled, when used as part of flow 
control transmission, as it does not contain a valid network address.

Upon completion, the transmit status is written to the transmit control 
frame status register. The DMA engine generates an interrupt if the 
transmit control complete enable bit (10) of the interrupt enable control 
register is set.

ARC Operation

The ARC block filters packets by address or address class, which can 
address filter at high data rates The core makes information about the 
keep/toss decision, including the index of the address matched, available 
for external use. This allows better integration and control of the MAC 
core in applications involving bridge, switch, and local packet processing 
functions.

To read or write the ARC memory (AHB to MII), system software should 
first set the ARC address register, then read or write the ARC data 
register. All bytes are written, without regard to partial word enables. 
When writing the upper or lower two bytes of a double-word, it is the 
responsibility of the driver software to correctly write the adjacent two 
byte field, as well. The controller does not support read/modify/write 
cycles to its internal DMA RAM.

Figure 23 shows the timing required to read or write the ARC memory 
(DII to MII).
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Figure 23. ARC Operation

Notes:
(1) arq_req is issued.
(2) arc_gnt is asserted, arc_addr is valid.
(3) arc_data is valid.
(4) arc_req is removed.
(5) arc_gnt is deasserted.

Table 63 shows how the MAC reads ARC entries from the ARC memory. 
Entries are assumed to be in big endian order: #0-0 is the first byte of the 
first entry, #0-5 is the sixth and last byte of the first entry, and so on. There 
are two bytes after ARC entry #20, Rsv-2 and Rsv-3, and two double-
words, MC#1 and MC#2, which are not used in ARC operation, but are 
used in generating MAC control frames, See “Full-Duplex Pause 
Operation” on page 108..

clk

arc_req

arc_gnt

arc_addr

arc_data

0 1 2 33

0 1 2 33

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Table 63. ARC Memory Map

Address (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte1 Byte 0

00 #0-0 #0-1 #0-2 #0-3

04 #0-4 #0-5 #1-0 #1-1

08 #1-2 #1-3 #1-4 #1-5

0C #2-0 #2-1 #2-2 #2-3

10 #2-4 #2-5 #3-0 #3-1

14 #3-2 #3-3 #3-4 #3-5

18 #4-0 #4-1 #4-2 #4-3

1C #4-4 #4-5 #5-0 #5-1

20 #5-2 #5-3 #5-4 #5-5

6C #18-0 #18-1 #18-2 #18-3

70 #18-4 #18-5 #19-0 #19-1

74 #19-2 #19-3 #19-4 #19-5

78 #20-0 #20-1 #20-2 #20-3

7C #20-4 #20-5 Rsv-2 Rsv-3

80 MC#1-0 MC#1-1 MC#1-2 MC#1-3

84 MC#2-0 MC#2-1 MC#2-2 MC#2-3
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For the scale factors, the lower two bits are used, and the upper 6 bits are 
ignored.

Accessing Station Management Data

The basic sequence of events in accessing the station management data is:

■ System software reads the busy bit to ensure the MD is not busy
■ For a write operation, the data should be written into the data register 

before setting the control register
■ Software writes the mii_mdclk address, the read/write flag, and 

sets the busy bit
■ The controller completes the operation, and clears the busy bit
■ For a read operation, when system software detects the busy bit is 

cleared, it can read the data register

Accessing an EEPROM or ROM

The basic sequence of events in accessing an external EEPROM or serial 
ROM are listed:

■ System software reads the busy bit to ensure the EEPROM driver is 
not busy

■ For a write operation, the data should be written into the data register 
before setting the control register

■ Software writes the address and the read/write flag, and sets the 
busy bit

■ The controller completes the operation, and clears the busy bit
■ For a read operation, when system software detects the busy bit is 

cleared, it can read the data register

DMA Operation This section gives information on programming the 10/100 Ethernet 
MAC MegaCore function. Programming details differ slightly, depending 
on the control mode chosen: batch processing or continuous polling. The 
descriptions assume continuous polling, unless otherwise noted.

The following topics are covered:

■ System bus initialization
■ DMA and MAC initialization
■ Queue initialization
■ Transmitting a frame
■ Receiving a frame
■ Processing interrupts
■ Memory organization
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System Bus Initialization

System bus initialization is bus and system dependent.

The system bus can use boot data from the optional EEPROM/ROM. The 
DMA block initiates loading of words 0 and 1, and passes them to the core. 
This allows board dependent configuration information to be available 
before software drivers are initialized, i.e., the right drivers are loaded.

You can initialize the bus from the optional EEPROM or ROM under 
software driver control, see “Accessing an EEPROM or ROM” on page 
112.

DMA and MAC Initialization

The following registers must be initialized:

■ DMA transmit frame pointer—to initiate transmission
■ DMA buffer list frame pointer—to provide buffers for reception
■ DMA free descriptor area base and limit—to initialize receive 

notification area
■ DMA transmit Polling Count—to customize polling for packets to 

transmit
■ DMA transmit threshold—to customize handling of transmit latency
■ MAC transmit control—to change default transmission settings
■ MAC receive control—to change default reception settings
■ MAC ARC control—to customize station and multicast-group 

address recognition
■ MAC ARC address and data—to provide station address and other 

address filtering
■ MAC ARC enable—to enable individual ARC entries after setup

The following registers are optionally initialized:

■ MAC control—to customize MAC configuration
■ DMA transmit burst size—to customize transfer sizes

Queue Initialization

Before starting the core, the system must set up the transmit queue, the 
buffer list queue, and the receive descriptor area.
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Transmit Queue Initialization

There are two modes of operation for the transmitter: batch processing 
and continuous polling. For batch processing, the system software sets up 
a linked list of frame descriptors to transmit, with the last frame descriptor 
containing an EOL indicator. When the last frame descriptor is 
transmitted, the transmit frame pointer register loads the EOL indicator, 
and transmission terminates. Later, the system must restart transmission 
by storing a new value in this register.

For continuous polling, the system software sets up a linked list of frame 
descriptors to transmit, which ends with a dummy frame descriptor. The 
linked list may be initially empty, except for the dummy frame descriptor. 
The dummy frame descriptor is owned by the system, to prevent the core 
from accessing it. When a new packet is to be transmitted, the dummy 
frame descriptor is overwritten, see “Transmitting a Frame” on page 115.

Buffer List Initialization

The buffer list queue is initialized by setting up a linked list of frame 
descriptors with one or more frame descriptors, each containing a list of 
free buffer descriptors. The list can be any one of the following:

■ A single frame descriptor, with a large number of free buffer 
descriptors

■ A linked list of frame descriptors
■ A circular queue, with the last frame descriptor pointing to the first 

frame descriptor

For the first two, the FDNext field has the EOL bit set; for the third the 
FDNext field of the last frame descriptor points to the first frame 
descriptor. The receive buffer fragment size register can be set to globally 
enable packed buffer usage. Alternatively, the FDCtl field can be used to 
select packed or unpacked buffer usage on a per buffer area basis. For 
packed buffer usage, the buffer ID fields can be set, to assist in memory 
management. 

f For more details on enabling buffer packing see “Receive Fragment Size 
Register (RxFragSize) 114h” on page 75, “Free Descriptor Area (FDA) 
Registers (FDA_Bas) 11Ch & (FDA_Lim) 120h” on page 77, and “Buffer 
Descriptor Control (BDCtl)” on page 123.

Receive Descriptor Area Initialization

The receive descriptor area is initialized by writing the descriptor area 
base and limit registers. The core uses these registers to initiate writing of 
the receive queue in the receive descriptor area.
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Transmitting a Frame

For each batch of frames to transmit, the system initializes the transmit 
queue, and writes the head of the queue into the transmit frame pointer 
register.

For continuous polling transmission, the list of frame descriptors is 
terminated by a dummy frame descriptor, which is owned by the system. 
When the core reaches the dummy record, it enters a polling mode. In this 
mode, the core periodically reads the FDCtl field, waiting for the 
FDOwner bit to be cleared by the system. The frequency of polling is 
controlled by the transmit polling counter register.

To transmit a frame in continuous polling mode, the system writes a new 
frame descriptor for the frame to transmit at the tail of the transmit queue. 
This is done by overwriting the old dummy frame descriptor, creating a 
new dummy frame descriptor, and setting the next field of the old frame 
descriptor to the new dummy frame descriptor. The last step of the 
overwrite is to clear the FDOwner bit of the old frame descriptor, giving 
ownership to the core.

Transmit Complete Notification

The system can obtain transmission completion information in any of the 
following ways: 

■ Request an interrupt
■ Poll the FDCtl field of transmitted frame descriptors, for system 

ownership
■ Poll the transmit frame pointer register

Interrupts can be requested at the end of each frame transmitted, or at the 
end of selected frames. When polling the transmit frame pointer register, 
the system call look for an invalid value (batch processing mode), or look 
for the address of the dummy frame descriptor (continuous polling 
mode).

Receiving a Frame

To enable the MAC to receive frames, system software must do the 
following:

■ Initialize the free buffer list and free descriptor areas, see “Queue 
Initialization” on page 113

■ Write a dummy frame descriptor into the free descriptor area, setting 
the FDOwner bit of the FDCtl field so the core owns it
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■ Initialize the receive frame pointer register to the address of the 
dummy frame descriptor in the free descriptor area

There are two ways that system software can be notified about received 
frames:

■ Request an interrupt for each frame received
■ Poll the dummy frame descriptor, looking for the FDOwner bit to be 

set

Interrupts are enabled by setting the completion interrupt enable bit of the 
receive control register.

When a frame is received, the system must perform the following actions:

■ Process the frame descriptor and free it for reuse at a future time
■ Free buffers as they are returned, and add them to the free buffer list

Processing Received Frame Descriptors

The free descriptor area is used in a FIFO buffer manner. However, 
different applications take different amounts of time to process frames 
and return associated buffers. So frame descriptors allocated by the core 
are copied to another area and freed in the order in which they are 
received, before being passed up the protocol stack.

Freeing Buffers

There are two ways that buffer are allocated:

■ Starting a new frame in a new buffer
■ Placing several frames or parts of frames in a single buffer

The allocation mode is controlled by either the buffer fragment size 
register, or the frame descriptor control field. The single frame mode has 
the advantage of simpler memory management, but the disadvantage of 
less efficient memory utilization. The packed buffer mode has the 
advantage of more efficient memory utilization, but the disadvantage of 
more complex memory management.

Packed buffers require some additional managing, because of the 
possibility of multiple frames or fragments of frames in the same buffer 
area. The core counts the number of buffers created in the same buffer 
area, and provides this count as the RxBDSeqN field of the BDCtl field in 
the buffer descriptor. System software then counts returned fragments 
until all fragments are returned.
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A buffer ID value, RxBDID, is copied from the buffer descriptors in free 
buffer queue, to the buffer descriptors in the received frame queue. Up to 
256 ID values are available. If more are needed, several techniques are 
available: provide ID extension bits in the FDSystem field; calculate high 
order bits from the buffer pointer values, which point into the buffer.

Processing Interrupts

When an interrupt occurs, it is generally on a shared interrupt line. To see 
if this bus device is the source of an interrupt, system software reads the 
interrupt source register. Based on the contents of this register, the system 
software may need to read additional registers, such as the transmit or 
receive status registers.

Memory Organization

The 10/100 Ethernet MAC MegaCore function (with the MII to AHB 
interface) uses three data structures to communicate with the host system, 
exchange control information and data. The three data structures are 
located in the system memory and are:

■ Frame descriptors
■ Buffer descriptors
■ Data buffers

These data structures are used in the following ways:

■ Transmit queue—a list of frame descriptors for packets to transmit.
■ Receive queue—a list of frame descriptors for packets that have been 

received.
■ Buffer list—a list of frame descriptors with unused buffers for 

receiving data.

Figure 24 shows how these data structures are related.

Frame descriptors have a four-byte pointer to the next frame, a field for 
the system or applications program to use exclusively, a frame status field, 
a control field for the entire frame, and an array of associated buffer 
descriptors. Buffer descriptors have a pointer to a data buffer and control 
field for the buffer. A data buffer is an array of bytes, which can be stored 
in either little endian or big endian order.
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The DMA engine supports transfer of data on byte boundaries. Frame 
descriptors must be aligned on 16-byte boundaries. Buffer descriptors 
must be aligned on eight-byte boundaries. The DMA engine employs 
bursts of full four-byte, aligned transfers whenever possible. Alignment in 
data buffers does not affect performance very much. The DMA engine 
avoids doing unaligned or partial word accesses, except at the beginning 
or end of block transfers.

Figure 24. Data Structure Overview

In continuous polling operation, a queue does not become empty when it 
is active. There is always a dummy frame descriptor at the end of the list, 
which belongs to the producer of new descriptors. For a detailed 
explanation, see “DMA Operation” on page 112.
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To begin transmission, the system stores into the transmit frame pointer 
register the address of the first frame descriptor in the transmit queue. The 
core traverses the transmit queue, updating the status of transmitted 
packets. Transmission complete is indicated in the frame descriptor status 
field and in the ownership bit of the frame descriptor control field. This 
allows the queue to be processed by system software after transmission, 
e.g. to free buffers.

The core acquires buffers from the buffer list, and writes new frame 
descriptors and new buffer descriptors into the free descriptor area, see 
“DMA Operation” on page 112.

Frame Descriptors

Each frame descriptor has a pointer to the next frame descriptor in the 
queue, a system data field, a length field, and control and status fields. 
Table 64 shows the frame descriptor address map.

Table 64 shows the frame descriptors. 

The core preserves the contents of FDSystem, which can be used by either 
the system or the application programs. The initial value for frame 
descriptors written on the receive queue is obtained from the current 
buffer list frame descriptor.

Table 64. Frame Descriptor Address Map

Offset (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0

00 FDNext

04 FDSystem

08 FDStat

0C FDCtl FDLength

Table 65. Frame Descriptors

Mnemonic Name Description

FDNext Next Frame Descriptor Address of the next frame descriptor in this queue.

FDSystem Frame System Data For use by the system or application software.

FDStat Frame Descriptor Status Status field for this frame descriptor.

FDCtl Frame Descriptor Control Control field for this frame descriptor.

FDLength Frame Length Length field for this frame.
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Each queue makes slightly different use of FDNext, FDCtl, FDStat, and 
FDLength, as explained in the following sections.

Next Frame Descriptor (FDNext)

The next frame descriptor field contains either an end-of list (EOL), or a 
pointer to the next frame descriptor in the same queue. Frame descriptors 
must be aligned to 16-byte boundaries, i.e. a valid pointer must have bits 
0-3 set to zero.

Table 66 shows the next frame descriptor field format.  

On all the queues, the next frame descriptor field is used to stop the 
consumer of the list, by setting the EOL bit. The consumer must wait for 
the producer of the list to clear the EOL bit, when it stores a valid pointer. 
On the buffer list queue, you can chain from one buffer pool to another 
using the next frame descriptor field. If chaining of buffer lists is not used, 
the software drivers should set the FDNext field to contain its own 
address. This causes the core to re-examine the same buffer area for re-use. 
Alternatively, the EOL bit can be set, causing the core to stop.

Frame Descriptor System (FDSystem)

The FDSystem field is a 32-bit field which is reserved for system software 
use. It can be a pointer to a table of information, a pointer to C++ virtual 
functions, etc.

On the transmit queue, the FDSystem field is not used.

On the receive queue, the core copies the contents of the FDSystem field 
from the current buffer list queue, where the first buffer descriptor was 
allocated.

Table 66. Next Frame Descriptor Field Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

0 EOL End-of-list flag 0 = pointer is valid.
1 = end of list. You must wait for the flag to clear.

3:1 0.

Pointer 28-bit pointer field If EOL = 0, Pointer contains the upper 28 bits of the address of 
the next frame descriptor in this queue.
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Frame Descriptor Status (FDStat)

On the transmit and receive queues, the FDStat field is used for reporting 
transmission and reception completion status. For a description of the 
status bits, see “Transmit Status (Tx_Stat 0Ch)” on page 60 and “Receive 
Status (Rx_Stat 14h)” on page 63.

On the receive free buffer list, the FDStat field is not used.

Frame Descriptor Length (FDLength)

On the transmit queue, the FDLength field is not used.

On the receive queue, the core sets the FDLength field to the total length 
of the packet.

On the buffer list queue, the FDLength field is used to count the number 
of free buffer descriptors allocated to the queue. The core accesses the 
buffer list frame descriptor via the buffer list frame pointer register. If the 
core encounters a buffer it does not own, it sets the BL_Ex bit in the 
interrupt source register and waits for the system to clear it. The core reads 
the buffer descriptors, using the FDLength field as a limit. When the core 
nears the end of the list, it fetches the next frame descriptor pointed to by 
the FDNext field.

Frame Descriptor Control (FDCtl)

The table below shows the abbreviation, field name, description, and 
usage of the FDCtl field. Table 67 shows the frame descriptor control field 
format.  

Table 67. Frame Descriptor Control Field Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

4:0 BDCount Buffer descriptor count Number of buffer descriptors. (1 to 29).

9:5 – – Reserved.

14:10 FrmOpt Frame options Per frame control options.

15 COwnsFD Core owns frame descriptor When 1, the core owns the frame descriptor, after the 
system sets COwnsFD.
When 0, the system owns the frame descriptor, after the 
core clears COwnsFD.
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The ownership field is used in the transmit and receive queues to 
synchronize processing by the core and the system. Frame options are 
used in the transmit queue and the buffer list. The buffer descriptor count 
field is only used in the transmit and receive queues. The buffer list uses 
the length field as a count field to allow larger buffer pools. 

1 A maximum of 28 buffer descriptors is allowed for a single 
received packet. If more than 28 buffer descriptors are required, 
an excess buffer descriptor error is generated, the core halts and 
requires a soft reset to continue. 

The transmit queue uses the frame options field to set the following 
transmit characteristics for individual packets:

■ 10000 = big endian byte ordering
■ 01000 = interrupt after transmitting
■ 00100 = no FCS appended
■ 00010 = no PAD bytes, if short frame

These bits can be combined to ask for combinations of characteristics. For 
example, 01110 means: little endian, interrupt after transmission, do not 
append FCS, and do not pad a short packet.

Per packet big endian controls can be useful in a hub application, where 
packets are received for transmission from a mixture of big and little 
endian sources. For computer applications, it is easier to use the global big 
endian control bit (see “DMA Control & Status Registers” on page 71).

The receive buffer list queue uses the frame options field to control 
packing and little or big endian data order as follows, providing that the 
global enable bit has not been set:

■ 10000 = big endian byte ordering
■ 00001 = enable buffer packing for the buffers in this frame, ignore the 

global enable bit

If packing is enabled, the RxFragSize register controls the packing 
algorithm.
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Buffer Descriptors

Each buffer descriptor has a pointer to the data buffer, control and status 
bytes, and a two-byte length field. Table 68 shows the buffer descriptor 
address map.

Table 69 shows the buffer descriptors. 

When buffers are on the buffer list queue, the BuffData field points to 
the beginning of the buffer, and the BuffLength field reflects the 
allocated size of the unused buffer. When buffers are in use on the 
transmit and receive queues, the BuffData field points to the beginning 
of data, and the BuffLength field reflects the length of the data.

System software must set the length field to the allocated size, when 
buffers are placed in the buffer list queue.

As with frame descriptors, each queue makes slightly different use of the 
BDCtl and BDStat fields, as explained in the following sections.

Buffer Descriptor Control (BDCtl)

On the transmit queue, the BDCtl field is not used. On the receive queue, 
the BDCtl field holds the number of buffer descriptors pointing into a 
single buffer area. The first buffer descriptor in the frame is numbered 0, 
the next 1, etc.

Table 68. Buffer Descriptor Address Map

Offset (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0

00 BuffData

04 BDCtl BDStat BuffLength

Table 69. Buffer Descriptors

Mnemonic Name Description

BuffData Buffer data pointer 32-bit address of storage for bytes of data.

BDCtl Buffer descriptor control Control for this buffer descriptor.

BDStat Buffer descriptor status Status for this buffer descriptor.

BuffLength Buffer length Length field for this buffer descriptor.
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Table 70 shows the buffer descriptor control field format. 

On the free buffer list, the BDCtl field is used to record ownership of the 
buffer. This allows synchronizing allocation and freeing of buffer 
descriptors, to ensure that the core does not wrap around and begin 
re-using buffers before the system can empty them.

Buffer Descriptor Status Field (BDStat)

On the transmit queue, the BDStat field is not used by the core.

On the receive queue, the BDStat field is used as a Buffer ID, which is 
copied from the free buffer queue.

Table 71 shows the buffer descriptor status field format.

On the free buffer queue the BDStat field is used to pass the buffer 
descriptor ID number to the core.

1 Buffer IDs can only be unique if there are less than 256 buffers in 
a single buffer pool.

Table 70. Buffer Descriptor Control Field Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

6:0 RxBDSeqN Receive buffer descriptor 
sequence number

The sequence number for this buffer within the current 
buffer area, after reception.

7 COwnsBD Core owns buffer descriptor When 1, the core owns the buffer descriptor. When the 
system sets COwnsBD, the buffer is free for reception.
When 0, the system owns the buffer descriptor. When the 
core clears COwnsBD, the buffer has been filled.

Table 71. Buffer Descriptor Status Field Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Name Description

7:0 RxBDID Receive buffer descriptor ID The buffer ID value.
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RMON The optional RMON block comprises two 64-word by 32-bit RAM blocks, 
which provides two banks of counter values. 

At any time one bank is enabled for counting; the other is enabled for 
reading. This ping-pong arrangement allows data to be collected, whilst 
previous data is being read, with no risk of overwriting. All the counters 
are 32 bit. Banks may be swapped under software control, by generating 
a ’bank swap’ operation. The banks are swapped when the RMON block 
has finished processing the current packet, which ensures that stats for 
each packet are not split between banks. The ’bank swap operation busy’ 
signal remains asserted until the bank swap completes.

If a counter reaches FFFFFFFFh, it pins. i.e. it does not wrap around to 
zero.

Figure 25 shows the organization of the RMON block. On the network 
side, there is a FIFO buffer for storing transmit and receive status values. 
The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) supports incrementing counters and 
summing byte counts. There are state machines to support bank 
switching, RAM arbitration, and overall control of the RMON block.
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Figure 25. RMON Block

You can perform the following RMON operations:

■ Write to the RAM:
– write a specific value to a RAM location
– write the data to the data register
– write the RAM address and 'write' operation to the access 

register
■ Read from the RAM:

– read a value from a RAM location
– write the RAM address and 'read' operation to the access register
– read the data from the data register

■ Read and clear from the RAM:
– read a value from a RAM location, then write zero back to that 

RAM location
– write the RAM address and 'read+clear' operation to the access 

register
– read the data from the data register

■ Bank swap:
– swap the two RAM banks
– write the bank swap operation to the access register, (address 

irrelevant)
– wait for the bank swap operation busy signal to be deassserted
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The optional RMON module captures MAC events and relieves the 
system processor and software drivers of the responsibility of 
maintaining statistics for a managed ethernet port. It has an internal ALU 
for adding and incrementing, and two memory blocks for storing the 
counts. Before switching counter banks, software must set up the initial 
values of the counters, by following a read operation with a write 
operation, to provide a non-zero starting value.

The status interface and buffering module connects to the MAC signals 
and provides for buffering concurrent requests for service. Many of the 
interface signals connect directly to the DII signals of a stand-alone MAC. 
A few signals are connected to the DMA engine.

Register access is provided to two types of registers: counter registers, and 
control and status registers. Control and status registers have individual 
read/write access.

Overview of RMON Counters 

Table 72 shows the name and memory address for each transmit counter. 

The location reserved for OctetsTransmittedOKHi is for compatibility 
with a gigabit RMON block.

Table 72. Transmit Counters

Counter Name Address (H)

CollisionFrames[0:16] 00-10

FramesWithDeferredXmissions 11

LateCollisions 12

FramesLostDueToIntMACXmitError 13

CarrierSenseErrors 14

FramesWithExcessiveDeferral 15

UnicastFramesTransmittedOK 16

MulticastFramesXmittedOK 17

BroadcastFramesXmittedOK 18

SQEtestErrors 19

PAUSEMACCtrlFramesTransmitted 1A

MACControlFramesTransmitted 1B

VLANFramesTransmitted 1C

OctetsTransmittedOK 1D

Reserved (OctetsTransmittedOKHi) 1E

Reserved 1F
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Table 73 shows the counter name and address for each receive counter. 

The locations reserved for OctetsReceivedOKHi and 
OctetsReceivedOtherHi are for compatibility with a gigabit RMON block.

Table 74 and Table 75 give a summary of the transmit and receive counter 
layouts, assuming a little endian memory map.

Table 73. Receive Counters 

Name Address (H)

ReceivePacketSizes[0:7] 20h-27

FrameCheckSequenceErrors 28

AlignmentErrors 29

Fragments 2A

Jabbers 2B

FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError 2C

UnicastFramesReceivedOK 2D

MulticastFramesReceivedOK 2E

BroadcastFramesReceivedOK 2F

InRangeLengthErrors 30

OutOfRangeLengthErrors 31

VLANFramesReceived 32

PAUSEMACCtrlFramesReceived 33

MACControlFramesReceived 34

OctetsReceivedOK 35

Reserved (OctetsReceivedOKHi) 36

OctetsReceivedOther 37

Reserved(OctetsReceivedOtherHi) 38

Reserved 39h-3F

Table 74. Memory Map for Transmit Counters  (Part 1 of 2)

Address (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte1 Byte 0

00 Collisionframes[0:16]

11 FramesWithDeferredXmissions

12 LateCollisions

13 FramesLostDueToIntMACXmitError

14 CarrierSenseErrors

15 FramesWithExcessiveDeferral

16 UnicastFramesXmittedOK
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17 MulticastFramesXmittedOK

18 BroadcastFramesXmittedOK

19 SQETestErrors

1A PAUSEMACCtrlFramesTransmitted

1B MACControlFramesTransmitted

1C VLANFramesTransmitted

1D OctetsTransmittedOK

1E Reserved

1F Reserved

Table 75. Memory Map for Receive Counters

Address (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte1 Byte 0

20 ReceivePacketSizes[0:7]

28 FramesCheckSequenceErrors

29 AlignmentErrors

2A Fragments

2B Jabbers

2C FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError

2D UnicastFramesReceivedOK

2E MulticastFramesReceivedOK

2F BroadcastFramesReceivedOK

30 InRangeLengthErrors

31 OutOfRangeLengthErrors

32 VLANFramesReceived

33 PAUSEMACCtrlFramesReceived

34 MACControlFramesReceived

35 OctetsReceivedOK

36 Reserved

37 OctetsReceivedOther

38 Reserved

39 Reserved

3F Reserved

Table 74. Memory Map for Transmit Counters  (Part 2 of 2)

Address (H) Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte1 Byte 0
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Transmit Counter Definitions

Table 76 shows the transmit hardware counters that the RMON block 
supports. The IEEE 802.3 name has the prefix ‘a’. 

Table 76. Transmit Hardware Counters  (Part 1 of 2)

Name Address 
(H)

Description

CollisionFrames(0:16) 00-10 A vector of seventeen 32-bit hardware counters, each recording the 
number of packets transmitted which experienced 0, 1, 2,..., 15, or 
16 (excessive) collisions. For 0,..., 15, the packet was transmitted 
successfully. For 16 the packet was aborted due to excessive 
collisions. For 0 collisions, either CollisionFrames(0) or 
FramesWithDeferrredXmissions is incremented, depending on 
whether deferral occurred. 
Some related counters are defined as follows:
CollisionFrames(0) + FramesWithDeferrredXmissions + 

FramesWithExcessiveDeferral = NoCollisionFrames.
CollisionFrames(1) = SingleCollisionFrames
Sum of CollisionFrames (2 through 15) = MultipleCollisionFrames
CollisionFrames(16) = FramesAbortedDueToXSColls

FramesWithDeferrredXmissions 11 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each packet with no 
collision, which experienced delay because the medium was busy.

LateCollisions 12 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each packet, which 
experiences a late collision. (1)

FramesLostDueToIntMACXmitError 13 A 32-bit hardware counter incremented for each packet aborted due 
to underflow, parity error, or halted in middle of packet. This counter 
is not incremented if other error counters are incremented.

CarrierSenseErrors 14 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each packet transmitted, 
which experiences no carrier sense, or dropped carrier sense during 
transmission.

FramesWithExcessiveDeferral 15 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each packet transmitted, 
which experiences excessive deferral.

UnicastFramesXmittedOK 16 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each frame transmitted 
to unicast address.

MulticastFramesXmittedOK 17 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each frame sent to a 
group address that is not broadcast address.

BroadcastFramesXmittedOK 18 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each frame sent to a 
broadcast address.

SQETestErrors 19 A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each frame transmitted 
for which the SQErr flag was set. SQE testing is only part of 10 Mbps 
operation, and is not supported by 100 Mbps PHY devices.
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Note: 
(1) Current hardware does not increment Coll field on late collisions, and always terminates transmission.
(2) RMON only: if a late collision occurs after N valid collisions, 0 < N < 16, the CollisionFrames[N] counter is not 

incremented.

RMON Transmit Operation

For each successfully transmitted packet, the RMON block updates three 
or four counters:

■ OctetsTransmittedOK
■ One of CollisionFrames(0:15) or FramesWithDeferrredXmissions.
■ One of UnicastTransmittedOK, MulticastFramesXmittedOK or 

BroadcastFramesXmittedOK.
■ Zero or one of PauseFramesXmitted, MACControlFramesXmitted or 

VLANFramesXmitted.

For each attempted transmission that ends in error, the RMON block 
updates one or two counters:

■ One of One of CollisionFrames(16), LateCollisions, 
FramesLostDueToIntMACXmitError, CarrierSenseErrors, or 
FramesWithExcessiveDeferral

■ Zero or one of SQETestErrors (for 10 Mbps operation only).

PAUSEMACCtrlFramesTransmitted 1A A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each MAC control 
frames with pause operand transmitted.

MACControlFramesTransmitted 1B A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each MAC control 
frames transmitted, which does not have pause operand.

VLANFramesTransmitted 1C A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented for each VLAN tagged 
frame transmitted. 

OctetsTransmittedOK 1D A 32-bit hardware counter, incremented by the number of bytes 
transmitted after each successfully transmitted packet.

Reserved (OctetsTransmittedOKHi) 1E Reserved for upper bits of OctetsTransmittedOK counter (Gigabit 
RMON).

Table 76. Transmit Hardware Counters  (Part 2 of 2)

Name Address 
(H)

Description
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Receive Counters

Table 77 shows the receive hardware counters that the RMON block 
supports. The IEEE 802.3 name has the prefix ‘a’. 

Table 77. Receive Hardware Counters  (Part 1 of 2)

Name Address 
(H)

Description

ReceivePacketSizes(0:7) 20-27 An array of eight 32-bit counters. Each counter counts good packets 
received, grouped by packet size. The index values are calculated 
as follows:
ReceivePacketSizes(0) - Pkts63orLess - packets of 63 bytes or less.
ReceivePacketSizes(1) - Pkts64Octets - packets with exactly 64 
bytes.
ReceivePacketSizes(2) - Pkts65t0127Octets - packets with 65 to 
127 bytes.
ReceivePacketSizes(3) - Pkts128t0255Octets - packets with 128 to 
255 bytes.
ReceivePacketSizes(4) - Pkts256t0511Octets - packets with 256 to 
511 bytes.
ReceivePacketSizes(5) - Pkts512t01023Octets - packets with 512 to 
1023 bytes.
ReceivePacketSizes(6) - Pkts1024t01518Octets -packets with 1024 
to 1518 bytes (1522 bytes with VLAN tag).
ReceivePacketSizes(7) - FrameTooLongErrors - packets of 1519 
bytes or more (1523 bytes or more with VLAN tag).
Good packets received which are longer than 1518 bytes (1522 for 
VLAN) causes the ReceivePacketSizes(7) counter to increment, 
independent of how the LongEn bit in the Rx_Ctl register is set, 
providing there are no other errors. The LongEn bit only affects the 
setting of Good bit in Rx_Stat and the generation of interrupts. It 
does not affect the RMON block.

FrameCheckSequenceErrors 28 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with FCS 
error and without dribble.

AlignmentErrors 29 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with dribble 
and FCS error.

Fragments 2A A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with less than 
64 bytes, with FCS or alignment errors.

Jabbers 2B A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with more 
than allowed bytes (1518 or 1522 VLAN tagged), with FCS or 
alignment errors.

FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError 2C A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame lost due to overrun, 
parity error, or buffer not available.
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UnicastFramesReceivedOK 2D A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with a unicast 
address and no error.

MulticastFramesReceivedOK 2E A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with no error 
and a multicast address, which are not the broadcast address.

BroadcastFramesReceivedOK 2F A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with no error 
and the broadcast address.

InRangeLengthErrors 30 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with 1.) a 
length field between the minimum unpadded LLC data size and the 
maximum allowed LLC data size, inclusive, where the number of 
LLC data bytes received does not match, plus 2.) the number of 
frames with length field less than the minimum unpadded LLC data 
size and packet size not equal to 64. 

OutOfRangeLengthErrors 31 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each frame received with length 
field greater than maximum allowed LLC data size.

VLANFramesReceived 32 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each VLAN tagged frame 
received.

PAUSEMACCtrlFramesReceived 33 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each MAC control frame received 
with PAUSE operation code.

MACControlFramesReceived 34 A 32-bit counter, incremented for each MAC control frame received 
without PAUSE operation code.

OctetsReceivedOK 35 A 32-bit counter, increased by the number of packet bytes received, 
including padding, when there is no error and the packet is accepted.

Reserved (OctetsReceivedOKHi) 36 Reserved for upper bits of OctetsReceivedOK counter (Gigabit 
RMON).

OctetsReceivedOther 37 A 32-bit counter of readable frame bytes received, and not counted 
under OctetsReceivedOK.

Reserved (OctetsReceivedOtherHi) 38 Reserved for upper bits of OctetsReceivedOther counter (Gigabit 
RMON).

Table 77. Receive Hardware Counters  (Part 2 of 2)

Name Address 
(H)

Description
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RMON Receive Operation

For each successfully received packet, the RMON block updates three to 
four counters:

■ OctetsReceivedOK.
■ One of ReceivePacketSizes(0 to 7) 
■ One of UnicastFramesReceivedOK, MulticastFramesReceivedOK, or 

BroadcastFramesReceivedOK.
■ Zero or one of VLANFramesReceived, 

PAUSEMACCtrlFramesReceived or MACControlFramesReceived.

For each packet received that ends in error or rejection, the RMON block 
updates two or three counters:

■ OctetsReceivedOther.
■ One of FrameCheckSequenceErrors, AlignmentErrors, Fragments, 

Jabbers or FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError. 
■ Zero or one of InRangeLengthErrors or OutOfRangeLengthErrors.

Timing 
Diagrams for 
MII 
Transactions

This section is compliant with ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.3, Section 22.3, 
Signal Characteristics.

Figure 26 shows the transmit signal timing relationships at the MII. 

Figure 26. Transmit Signal Timing Relationships at the MII

Figure 27 shows the receive signal timing relationships at the MII.

Figure 27. Receive Signal Timing Relationships at the MII

Figure 28 shows the mii_mdio sourced by devices.

mii_txclk

mii_txd[3:0]

0 Ns min 
25 Ns max

mii_rxclk

mii_rxd[3:0],
mii_rxdv,
mii_rxer

Input Valid

10 Ns min10 Ns min
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Figure 28. mii_mdio sourced by PHY Device

Figure 29 shows the mii_mdio sourced by the core.

Figure 29. mii_mdio sourced by the Core

mii_mdclk

mii_mdio

0 Ns min 
300 Ns max

Input Valid

mii_mdclk

mii_mdio

10 Ns min10 Ns min
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Glossary
alignment error When the MAC receives a 
frame that is not an integer number of bytes 
long, and the FCS is invalid. Synonym: framing 
error. See also, dribble.

big endian The byte at memory address 0 
contains the most-significant bits. Used by IBM 
370, Motorola 68000, Pyramid, and TCP/IP 
protocol header integers.

bridge A store-and-forward device connecting 
physical networks that merely passes all 
packets. Unlike a gateway, it performs no 
protocol conversion, and unlike a router, it does 
not switch packets to the appropriate network 
(although some bridges can learn where various 
hosts reside and route packets).

broadcast address A distinguished, predefined 
multicast address that always denotes the set of 
all stations on a given local area network. All 
ones in the destination address field shall be 
predefined to be the broadcast address, ff-ff-ff-
ff-ff-ff.

control packet A particular frame that are used 
for implementing flow control or other 
functions, and can be filtered separately by the 
MAC. See also packet.

dribble Noise passing through the PHY device. 
When a frame is received that is not an integer 
number of bytes long. Dribble produces an 
alignment error, when the FCS is invalid.

fragment A frame that is less than 64 bytes 
(minFrameSize) long, exclusive of preamble 
and SFD. Presumed to be a fragment resulting 
from a collision, fragments are discarded and 
are not reported as an error to the LLC sublayer. 
Also, runt packet.

frame A frame is everything in a packet except 
the preamble and the start frame delimiter: 
destination and source addresses, length, LLC 
data, padding, and frame check sequence. 

framing error See alignment error, dribble.

globally administered address An ethernet 
address whose second bit transmitted, used to 
distinguish between locally or globally 
administered addresses, is set to 0, indicating a 
globally administered (or U, universal) address. 
If an address is to be assigned locally, this bit is 
set to 1. For the broadcast address, this bit is also 
a 1.

group address An ethernet destination address 
whose first bit transmitted, used to identify it 
either as an individual or as a group address, is 
1, indicating that the address field contains a 
group address that identifies none, one or more, 
or all of the stations connected to the local area 
network. More commonly called a multicast 
address. The first byte of a multicast address is 
odd, for example, 01-00-00-00-00-00. There are 
two kinds of multicast address: 

■ Multicast-group address. An address 
associated by higher-level convention with 
a group of logically-related stations.

■ Broadcast address. A distinguished, 
predefined multicast address, ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-
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ff, that always denotes the set of all stations 
on a given local area network.

individual address An ethernet address whose 
first transmitted bit is 0, which is used to 
identify it as either an individual or as a group 
address. This indicates that the address field 
contains an individual address, and so is 
associated with a particular station on the 
network. The first byte of a individual address is 
even, for example, 00-00-00-00-00-00.

little endian The byte at memory address 0 
contains the least-significant bits. Used by Intel 
x86, DEC Vax, and DEC PDP-11.

locally administered address An ethernet 
address whose second bit transmitted is set to 1, 
which is used to distinguish between locally or 
globally administered addresses, and indicates 
a locally administered address. If an address is 
to be assigned globally (or U, universal), this bit 
is set to 0. For the broadcast address, this bit is 
also a 1.

minimum frame length 64 bytes (512 bits). This 
does not include the preamble and the start 
frame delimiter.

multicast address An ethernet destination 
address whose first bit transmitted is 1, which is 
used to identify it either as an individual or as a 
group address. This indicates that the address 
field contains a group address that identifies 
none, one or more, or all of the stations 
connected to the local area network. The first 
byte of a multicast address is odd, for example, 
01-00-00-00-00-00. There are two kinds of 
multicast address: 

■ Multicast-group address. An address 
associated by higher-level convention with 
a group of logically-related stations

■ Broadcast address. A distinguished, 
predefined multicast address that always 
denotes the set of all stations on a given 
local area network

multicast-group address An address associated 
by higher-level convention with a group of 
logically-related stations. This is one of two 
kinds of multicast address, the other is the 
broadcast address, ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-ff.

packet A packet is a frame, preceded by the 
preamble and the start frame delimiter fields. 
i.e., it comprises a preamble, start frame 
delimiter, destination and source addresses, 
length, LLC data, padding, and frame check 
sequence fields. See also control packet.

preamble The first field of a packet, up to seven 
bytes long. Each byte has value 10101010, 
transmitted left to right.

router A store-and-forward protocol-
dependent device connecting networks that 
switches packets to the appropriate network.

runt A frame that is less than 64 bytes 
(minFrameSize) long, exclusive of preamble 
and SFD. Synonym: fragment.

SFD Start Frame Delimiter. A single byte with 
value 10101011, transmitted from left to right. It 
follows the preamble.

station address An ethernet address whose first 
bit transmitted, used to identify it either as an 
individual or as a group address, is 0, indicating 
that the address field contains an individual 
address, and so is associated with a particular 
station on the network. The first byte of a 
multicast address is even, for example, 00-00-00-
00-00-00.

universal address An ethernet address whose 
second bit transmitted, used to distinguish 
between locally or globally administered 
addresses, is set to 0, indicating a globally 
administered (or U, universal) address. If an 
address is to be assigned locally, this bit is set to 
1. For the broadcast address, this bit is also a 1.
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Appendix A—RFC Defined
Counters
The RMON block available with the 100/10 Mbps Ethernet MAC 
MegaCore function provides support for counters. This appendix 
addresses the relationship between the RFC definitions and the hardware 
counters.

RFC 1643 
Counters

Table 78 shows the counters that the RMON block supports, as referenced 
in RFC 1643, Definitions of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like Interface 
Types.

The RFC 1643 name for the counter is formed by adding dot3Stats as a 
prefix to the name below. The IEEE 802.3 name is formed by adding a as 
a prefix to the name below. 

 Note:
(1) The addresses represent internal 32-bit hardware counter memory addresses

Table 78. The Ethernet-like Statistics Group

RFC 1643 Name IEEE Name Address (1)

AlignmentErrors 49h

FCSErrors FrameCheckSequenceErrors 48h

SingleCollisionFrames CollisionFrames 01h

MultipleCollisionFrames CollisionFrames 02h to 0Fh

SQETestErrors 19h

DeferredTransmissions FramesWithDeferredXmissions 11h

LateCollisions 12

ExcessiveCollisions FramesAbortedDueToXSColls 10

InternalMacTransmitErrors FramesLostDueToIntMACXmit
Error]

13

CarrierSenseErrors 14

FrameTooLongs FrameTooLongErrors 51

InternalMACReceiveErrors FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvE
rror

4Ch
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The Ethernet-like Collision Statistics Group

Table 79 shows the ethernet-like statistics group name equivalents.  

RFC 1757 
Counters

Table 80 shows the counters that the RMON block supports, as defined in 
RFC 1757, Remote Network Monitoring Management Information Base. This 
document defines the MIB for RMON.

The RFC 1757 name for the counter is formed by adding etherStats as a 
prefix to the name below. The IEEE 802.3 name is formed by adding a as 
a prefix to the name. 

Table 79. The Ethernet-like Statistics Group

RFC 1643 Name IEEE Name Address (1)

CollFrequencies[0:16] CollisionFrames[0:16] 00h to 10h

Table 80. Ethernet Statistics Group  (Part 1 of 2)

RFC 1757 Name IEEE Name Address Description
DropEvents - - 16-bit hardware counter, MissedCount. (in basic 

MAC)

Octets OctetsReceivedOK+
OctetsReceivedOther]

55h and 57h Software sum of two 32-bit hardware counters of 
octets received

Pkts No equivalent 48h, 49h, 4Ah, 
4Bh, and 4Ch

Software sum of PktsOK and PktsErr. PktsOK is 
software sum of three 32-bit counters, 
UnicastFramesReceivedOK, 
MulticastFramesReceivedOK, and 
BroadcastFramesReceivedOK, (4Dh, 4Eh, and 
4Fh). PktsErr is software sum of five 32-bit 
counters, FrameCheckSequenceErrors, 
Alignment Errors, Fragments, Jabbers, and 
FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError. (48h, 49h, 
4Ah, 4Bh, and 4Ch)

BroadcastPkts BroadcastFramesReceivedOK 4Fh 32-bit hardware counter 

MulticastPkts MulticastFramesReceivedOK 4Eh 32-bit hardware counter

CRCAlignErrors FrameCheckSequenceErrors + 
AlignmentErrors

49h and 48h Software sum of AlignmentErrors and 
FrameCheckSequenceErrors

UndersizePkts No equivalent 40h 32-bit hardware counter, Pkts63orLess, of good 
packets received with less than 64 bytes

OversizePkts FrameTooLongErrors 47h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with more than allowed bytes (1,518 or 
1,522 VLAN tagged)

Fragments No equivalent 4Ah 32-bit hardware counter, of packets received of 
less than 64 bytes, with FCS or Alignment errors.
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RFC 1213 
Counters

Table 81 shows the counters that the RMON block supports, as defined in 
RFC 1213, Management Information Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-
based internets: MIB-II. This document defines the second version of the 
MIB (MIB-II).

The RFC 1213 name for the counter is formed by adding if as a prefix to 
the name below. The IEEE 802.3u name is formed by adding a as a prefix 
to the name below, unless a different name is given.

Jabbers No equivalent 4Bh 32-bit hardware counter, of packets received of 
more than allowed bytes (1,518 or 1,522 VLAN 
tagged), with FCS or Alignment errors.

Collisions(0:16) No equivalent 00h to 10h A vector of seventeen 32-bit hardware counters, 
CollisionFrames[0:16], each recording the 
number of packets transmitted which 
experienced 0, 1, 2, …, 15, or 16 (excessive) 
collisions.

Pkts64Octets No equivalent 01h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with exactly 64 bytes, 
ReceivePacketSizes

Pkts65t0127Octets No equivalent 02h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with 65 to 127 bytes, 
ReceivePacketSizes

Pkts128t0255Octets No equivalent 03h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with 128 to 255 bytes, 
ReceivePacketSizes

Pkts256t0511Octets No equivalent 04h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with 256 to 511 bytes, 
ReceivePacketSizes

Pkts512t01023Octets No equivalent 05h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with 512 to 1,023 bytes, 
ReceivePacketSizes

Pkts1024t01518Octets No equivalent 06h 32-bit hardware counter, of good packets 
received with 1,024 to 1,518 bytes (1,522 bytes 
for VLAN), ReceivePacketSizes

Table 80. Ethernet Statistics Group  (Part 2 of 2)

RFC 1757 Name IEEE Name Address Description

Table 81. The Interfaces Group  (Part 1 of 2)

RFC 1213 Name IEEE Name Address Description
InOctets No equivalent 55h and 57h Software sum of two 32-bit hardware counters, 

OctetsReceivedOK and OctetsReceivedOther. (1)

InUcastPkts No equivalent 4Dh 32-bit hardware counter of the number of unicast packets 
received, UnicastFramesReceivedOK.
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Notes:
(1) There is some question about the interpretation of framing bytes in computing 

InOctets. The above definition includes the 14-byte header, but not the 8 bytes of 
preamble and SFD. If the preamble and SFD are intended to be included, then the 
sum needs to be adjusted, by adding 8*(Sum of ReceivePacketSizes[0] through [7] 
+Sum of five error counters: FrameCheckSequenceErrors, AlignmentErrors, 
Fragments, Jabbers, and FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError).

(2) There is some question about the interpretation of framing bytes in computing 
OutOctets. The above definition includes the 14-byte header, but not the 8 bytes of 
preamble and SFD. If the preamble and SFD are intended to be included, the sum 
needs to be adjusted, by adding 8 × (UnicastFramesXmittedOK, 
MulticastFramesXmittedOK, and BroadcastFramesXmittedOK).

InNUcastPkts No equivalent 4Fh + 4Eh Software sum of two 32-bit hardware counters, 
BroadcastFramesReceivedOK and 
MulticastFramesReceivedOK.

InDiscards No equivalent inside of MAC Software counter of packets delivered with no error, but discarded 
before delivery to higher level protocol. Kept by software drivers, 
but could include MissedCount

InErrors No equivalent 48h, 49h, 4Ch, 
4Ah, and 4Bh

Software sum of the five receive hardware error counters 
FrameCheckSequenceErrors, AlignmentErrors, 
FramesLostDueToIntMACRcvError, Fragments, and Jabbers. 

InUnknownProtos No equivalent - Software count of packets discarded because of an unknown or 
unsupported protocol. Kept by software drivers, but could include 
MACControlFramesReceived, depending on upper protocols.

OutOctets OctetsTransmittedOK 1Dh 32-bit hardware counter of the total number of octets transmitted, 
OctetsTransmittedOK. (2)

OutUcastPkts No equivalent 16h 32-bit hardware counter of the number of unicast packets 
transmitted, UnicastFramesTransmittedOK.

OutNUcastPkts No equivalent 17h and 18h Software sum of two 32-bit hardware counters, 
MulticastFramesXmittedOK and BroadcastFramesXmittedOK.

OutDiscards No equivalent - Software counter of packets delivered with no error, but discarded 
before transmission. Kept by software drivers.

OutErrors No equivalent 10h, 12h, 13h, 
14h and 15h

Software sum of the five transmit hardware error counters: 
ExcessiveCollisions, LateCollisions, 
FramesLostDueToIntMACXmitError, CarrierSenseErrors, and 
ExcessiveDeferral.

Table 81. The Interfaces Group  (Part 2 of 2)

RFC 1213 Name IEEE Name Address Description
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